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Through a study of nineteen local branches of the 
Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System (CAMPS), answers 
to two basic questions were sought: (1) What is the 
relationship between an individual's relative expertise 
within a group and his or her level of participation in the 
group's decision-making problem? (2) Does the presence 
of an increased ratio of experts to non-experts in a group 
inhibit the participation of the non-expert members? 
CAMPS members have very different backgrounds, and 
they are expected to participate at a level that will 
serve to affect the quality of the decisions that are made. 
Ancillary Manpower Planning Boards (AMPB's) have 
membership which could be categorized into three pre¬ 
determined and mutually exclusive sub-groups. 
Comparative data were collected for two basic measures 
from each individual member in the AMPB's. First, relative 
level of preparedness (RLP). a questionnaire measure of 
educational, experiential, and specific task knowledge 
expertise, was collected for the members. Second, 
V 
percentages of participation at the meetings were recorded 
for the attending members. 
Two general hypotheses were developed, with multiple 
operational hypotheses, concerning the two described 
measures. 
Hypothesis 1 : There is a positive relationship 
between the RIP and the level of an 
individual's participation in AMPB 
meetings. 
Hypothesis 2: There is an inverse relationship 
between participation by low expert 
AMPB members and the group RLP 
variance. 
The data was organized into several categories. 
First, the entire body of the eighteen cooperating groups, 
which consisted of 230 people, was tested in each of the 
hypotheses in total. 
Viewing the entire membership of the eighteen AMPB's 
with respect to the first hypothesis, there is a definite 
relationship between RLP scores and interaction percentages. 
The correlations revealed statistically significant 
relationships between the interaction variable and three 
of the four independent variables: (1) education, (2) 
specific task knowledge, and (3) the composite score. The 
fourth measure, RLP experience was not related. However, 
when the components of RLP experience were examined, it was 
found that there was a relationship between certain kinds 
of experience and participation and not between other kinds 
VI 
of experience and participation. 
'By sector, the picture was somewhat complex. Client 
representatives supported the RLP experience hypothesis, 
while the agency representatives supported the educational 
hypothesis. The public (Business/Labor) representatives 
did not support any of the hypotheses until the experiential 
measure was once again dissected. Then the public members 
responded very strongly to the managerial component of the 
experiential measure. 
As anticipated, and almost by definition, the results 
were similar but more intense when attenders only were 
tested and compared to the total groups. Attending 
clients, as a group, supported the hypothesis more defin¬ 
itively than did the total client sector, a pattern 
consistent throughout the study. 
With respect to the second set of hypotheses, there 
was a relationship between the ratio of experts to non¬ 
experts and the non-expert's participation rate. But, 
it was not completely as expected. 
The hypotheses predicated an inverse relationship 
between the group RLP variances and the amount of 
participation contributed by the non-expert members. In 
the case of the education measure, this relationship was 
supported, although at a lower level of significance than 
was expected. However, in the case of the experiential 
measure, the reverse held true. The groups with the 
VI 1 
largest RLP experience variance were the groups in which 
the less expert members had the highest percentage of the 
participation. 
vn 1 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Active member participation in organizational opera- 
'tions is a necessary condition for a 11 organizations.^ 
In some groups and organizations, the quality of the 
communications participation is considered a major measure 
of effectiveness. In most organizations and groups, active 
participation refers primarily to coordinated physical ac¬ 
tivities. Others require this and more, including frequent 
2 
and effective personal interaction. For instance, decision¬ 
making organizations depend on interactive participation 
for their specified outputs. In these cases, barriers to 
effective communications are extremely costly to the organi¬ 
zation. 
Group members often possess very different degrees of 
relative qualifications. Although the membership selection 
process usually eliminates radical differences in expertise 
within groups, the structure of the desired informational 
input for some systems may cause an alteration of the usual 
member selection criteria. One result may be a group com¬ 
posed of members with diverse backgrounds and abilities. 
The Democratic National Convention of 1972 provides an 
example. Quotas relative to race, sex, ethnic and eco¬ 
nomic characteristics were used and much diversity re- 
3 
suited. Executive committees in industry are another 
2 
case in which representatives come from various functional 
4 
specialties. Still another such group is a faculty com¬ 
mittee at a university, made up of interdisciplinary 
5 
scholars. In Europe, the worker is represented in the 
firm by Worker's Councils. They monitor and advise in 
the executive decision-making process.^ In each case, a 
quota disrupts the ordinary membership selection process; 
affecting the structural characteristics of the group to 
achieve broader and/or deeper informational input. It 
becomes difficult to predict the actual level of partici¬ 
pation involved because of the increasing diversity in the 
member's backgrounds and abilities.^ 
Experience and Its Impact Upon Decision-Making 
To facilitate the participative process, homogeneity 
of membership can be an effective mechanism. Yet, by in¬ 
creasing the similarity among members, the potential for 
meaningful difference of opinion within the group may be 
decreased. Thus, the very mechanism that generates inter¬ 
action may tend to reduce its value for optimizing de¬ 
cisions. Alternatively, heterogeneity of membership 
characteristics can provide important differences of 
opinion within groups. But, decreasing similarity of 
personal characteristics between members may inhibit 
8 
interactions. Therefore, the stimulant of diversity may 
3 
well be the retardant of its usefulness. In these situa¬ 
tions, participation seeks sameness, while sameness de¬ 
stroys the value of participation. An answer to this 
dilemma is sought.through this research. Its purpose is 
to analyze the impact of "relative level of preparedness" 
(RLP), with respect to a stated decision-making task, on 
an individual's ability or willingness to actively par¬ 
ticipate in that group decision-making activity. 
Manpower Delivery System 
One organization that fits the general scheme of this 
research is the Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System 
(CAMPS). CAMPS has grown in importance since it was in¬ 
troduced in 1968 by President Johnson's Executive Order 
9 10 
11422. Then powerless and ineffective, it is becoming 
a powerful resource allocation system. The system is a 
major part of the Nixon Administration's program to de¬ 
centralize governmental decision-making.^^ In keeping with 
the idea of "new Federalism" and within the framework of 
the Manpower Revenue Sharing Program (MRSP), 
...authority for decision-making and operation 
of a significant portion of manpower programs 
funded by the Federal agencies will be shifted 
during the coming fiscal year (FY 1974) from 
the Federal level to the State and local 
elected officials.... CAMPS committees will 
assist elected officials to identify community 
needs, determine new mixes of manpower services, 
and allocate available program resources.'^ 
It is safe to say the the delivery, by the various man¬ 
power committees, of an effective performance with a use¬ 
ful manpower plan is very difficult indeed. Compounding 
the difficulty is- the basic criterion for the structure 
of the committees that they approximate equal representa¬ 
tion of three population sectors: (1) agency sponsors, 
(2) clients, and (3) the public. The purpose of this con¬ 
straint is to maximize the breadth of the input into the 
1 3 
decision-making structure. But, in implementing the rul 
people are included who have very different backgrounds. 
Research Questions 
Thus, .in CAMPS, groups with important and difficult 
decision-making tasks are trying to maximize participation 
by a very diverse set of members, composed through quotas. 
Answers to two important questions will be sought through 
CAMPS: 
(a) Does a participant's RLP within the group 
contribute a related ability or inclination 
toward active group participation? 
(b) Will a group that is relatively homogeneous 
with respect to RLP experience a higher level 
of participation overall than a group that is 
relatively heterogeneous with respect to RLP? 
5 
When completed, this research has the potential for a 
broad impact upon the practice and literature of admini¬ 
strative and organizational behavior with application 
specifically in manpower and many other areas. Participa¬ 
tion in decision-making has received much play in the 
14 
management literature of the last fifteen years. As a 
result, much of the current focus in management practice 
appears to use participation by lower level participants 
as a fundamental tenet. Whether wise or foolish, in some 
or all situations, an attempt at job enrichment or demo¬ 
cratic management depends on an organizational system that 
will elicit broad input. Intrinsic motivators, a basis for 
1 5 
job satisfaction and increased productivity, rely, in 
part, on recognition of the individual's contribution by 
the group. Democratic management is not democratic until 
the participant has made a participative commitment. Some 
experimental as well as empirical research which will be 
reviewed suggests that people do not automatically partici¬ 
pate on par with others whose skill level is superior to 
theirs. However, the popular press and the business 
journals suggest that our industrial and service culture 
has adopted, for better or for worse, a more democratic 
mode. 
This concept carries over into the types of manage¬ 
ment that have been proposed as alternatives to bureaucracy. 
6 
Project or matrix management has become an important organi¬ 
zational design in systems that are related to high tech¬ 
nology, and that has reduced product life cycles. Project 
management also is used frequently in the administration 
of research and development.^^ Essentially, a project 
leader is assigned to a specific ad hoc product or project 
and is required to coordinate the activities of people who 
18 
are otherwise largely unrelated in a firm. Thus, sim¬ 
ple scheduling and progress reporting meetings may become 
complicated by threatening compositions of expert status 
if not carefully considered. 
The thrust in government of participation and decen¬ 
tralization through revenue-sharing and citizens' action 
1 9 
groups suggests that the study of the group is vitally 
significant. This is perhaps one of the most important 
areas of concern for this research. While our society has 
gone on, and may continue to do so, evidence suggests that 
the centralized bureaucratic model is failing to deliver 
responsive servicing of local needs for social services. 
National policies are set and decisions made in Washington, 
D. C. Yet most of the impact of these Federally funded 
programs is felt in a unique way in local communities. 
Many decision areas, such as manpower policy-making and 
programming, health services, educational services, 
welfare services, and urban development may fall within 
the purview of a cross section of the citizens of those 
very communities. National frustration will result if 
this form of governance proves even more unworkable than 
the existing form. 
Inability or unwillingness, of women and minorities, 
to participate actively in group decision-making has, and 
will continue to be, used against their drive to achieve 
20 
their full share of civil rights as equal citizens. 
This, too, is an area that suggests a significant contri¬ 
bution for this research. 
Thus, the potential impact of this research is broad 
in terms of general organizational clientele. Included 
are both public and private groups of all sorts desiring 
decision-making input from various people whose back¬ 
grounds may vary in important ways. 
8 
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CHAPTER II 
THE BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE RELEVANT TO THE STUDY 
This chapter will develop two major backgrounds. 
First, a detailed description of the CAMPS network will, 
be provided with a discussion of the nature of manpower 
planning, both in a historical and a process framework. 
Second, the relevant behavioral literature will be re¬ 
viewed, including general management style and small 
group behavior. 
Manpower 
The expression "manpower" has been broadly inter¬ 
preted as any of the following: (1) the personnel of an 
individual organization, (2) a specific population seg¬ 
ment, such as "the disadvantaged," (3) the programs to 
train or employ the disadvantaged, (4) a nation's (or 
city's) labor force, or (5) a broader meaning, "...the 
total quantitative and qualitative human asset or people 
in a society (or city).^ This last perspective is 
adopted here and includes "all human beings who work for 
wages and those who are out of work but seeking employ¬ 
ment...(and) all human beings who will eventually be able 
to work."^ 
"Planning is a process of thinking ahead, a method of 
anticipating difficulties and seeking, through reasoned 
11 
actions based on foreknowledge, to guide the course of de- 
3 
velopments toward desired goals.' Manpower planning 
refers to the joint planning effort for (1) linking social, 
political and economic goals with the required human re¬ 
sources and the career development of the people in an 
adaptive manner to meet changing needs, and (2) simul¬ 
taneously improving the economic and social milieu to 
allow more and more members of society to participate 
meaningfully.^ 
Effective manpower planning, attempts to "...have the 
right number and right kinds of people, at the right 
places, at the right time, doing things which result in 
both the organization (or society, etc.) and the individual 
5 
receiving long-run benefit." As such, manpower problems 
include those of balancing the supply, qualifications, 
needs (both economic and social), and the potential of 
local manpower with the demands, immediate and future, 
for that manpower. Future in its orientation, manpower 
planning must consider the existing labor force that is 
available for work or will be and the services needed to 
develop that work force in ways appropriate to meet the 
needs of potential employers. Special segments of the 
society whose peculiar situation is such that it keeps 
them at a disproportionately low rate of employment are 
important also. One such segment is that of the under- 
12 
employed whose limitations in the job market discourage 
» 
reasonable personal development. 
Manpower demand is related to the existing and chang¬ 
ing services required by a local community's employers 
with a given labor intensity. This of course can be en¬ 
larged by industrial development. Given the changing 
technological requirements and labor intensity, a chang¬ 
ing mix of skills can be viewed. This is an important 
facet of the demand side of manpower planning. 
» 
According to Bakke, manpower policy is 
...a guide (emphasis mine) to building sound 
foundations for full productive, economically 
rewarding and dependable, individual and national 
growth seeking, and freely chosen employment for 
all seeking such employment. The elements are 
(1) sufficient and suitable particularized job 
opportunities (demand), (2) needed and adequate 
qualifications and motivation for work on the 
part of people (supply), and (3) expeditious and 
effective methods and mechanisms for bringing g 
particularized employment relationship (matching). 
Other elements are included in the make-up of a manpower 
policy. Wolfbein suggests the inclusion of (1) manpower 
information systems, (2) manpower mobility patterns, and 
(3) manpower standards. Further, he describes manpower 
policies as generally a process rather than a static set 
of goals, laws, or regulations.^ Reflected in Mangum's 
work is the portrayal of manpower policy having "... 
8 
emerged rather than being made in a coherent sense." 
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By combining the idea of manpower planning with man¬ 
power policy, it is now possible to define the manpower 
"function or process." To appreciate fully the complexity 
of this function, it is critical that the duality of its 
character is understood. Virtually all issues involved 
have both a demand side and a supply side which are 
separate but related. 
As a process, manpower requires a set of policies, 
relevant programs and a monitoring mechanism. Monitoring 
sub-systems have not existed to any measurable extent in 
9 
the past but can now be seen as powerful aid to the man- 
. _ 10 
power function. 
Macro-manpower systems are of a very open nature, 
and as such, lack tidiness in their informational input. 
Oilman has described an ideal manpower information system 
for assisting in supply-demand clarification as being 
(1) timely, given the cost considerations, (2) stand¬ 
ardized with respect to job analysis categories, and 
(3) widely and readily disseminated. He adds that this 
is not yet the case.^^ Other authors have agreed to the 
1 2 
difficulties of this information and control problem. 
Another information problem is the understanding of the 
workings of manpower programs and their requirements. 
An example of this is presented in the 1971 Manpower 
Report of the President: 
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...officials of all states must, as a matter 
of survival, learn their way through a bureau¬ 
cratic jungle. For example: 
-Merely to describe one state's Federal 
manpower programs in 1970 required a 
jargon heavy tome 1,185 pages long. 
-Last fall a businessmen's group attempt¬ 
ing to list all the public manpower pro¬ 
grams in New York City gave up after 44 
entries commenting the 'attempting to 
unravel the intricate mass of detailed 
data on the individual programs has 
been an exhausting undertaking.' 
-Harried vocational school administrators 
must cope with a 930-page Labor Depart¬ 
ment manual and hundreds of pages of 
Federal standards and conditions, to 
meet the requirements of a single PfQ- 
gram - MDTA institutional training. 
The government also maintains a complex system of 
job banks nationally and every state department of em¬ 
ployment security has an information service. One of 
the largest manpower information sources is the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics which issues extensive manpower in¬ 
formation. Without the use of this and more locally 
tailored research, effective decisions are difficult. 
The nature of the existing system frustrates users who 
are not equipped with a good Federal bureaucracy map and 
research skills. 
Historically, manpower involvement by the Federal 
government in this country had its most explosive growth 
in the early sixties. Earlier, through World War II, 
such involvement began in a de-facto fashion with the 
15 
various legislation that fostered the Federal role in 
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employment services and education. Important in the 
beginnings of the manpower effort were the Manpower De¬ 
velopment and Training Act (MDTA), the Economic Opportun¬ 
ity Act (EOA), and the various Education Acts of the 
early sixties. These forces were catalytic in the evo¬ 
lution of a proliferation of manpower programs across the 
1 5 
nation leading to an erosion of public and private 
credibility. With the passage of the 1967 amendments 
to the Social Security Act giving birth to the WIN pro¬ 
gram, the legislators attempted to stop further welfare 
abuses.^ ^ 
Thus, the manpower role of the Federal government 
grew in size and complexity. Early in the 1970's, the 
National Manpower Policy Task Force recommended several 
steps to improve the Nation's Manpower effort which in¬ 
cluded the ideas of "creative federalism, political re¬ 
sponsibility, and job-creation in the public sector." 
The Task Force felt that decision-making should be 
returned to the state and local levels. Further, during 
high unemployment, state and local government should make 
fiscal policy by hiring more public employees. These 
ideas were to make the Federal manpower programs more 
comprehensive.^^ 
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In August of 1968, President Johnson announced Execu- 
1 8 
tive Order 11422 introducing the original CAMPS program. 
As conceived then, the system would consolidate and co¬ 
ordinate manpower programs all over the country providing 
1 9 
more continuous service with less overlap. Altogether, 
the CAMPS included representation from nine Federal de- 
20 
partments , offices, and agencies. A measure of the 
failure of the original CAMPS is reflected in a Federal 
level issuance regarding the significant structural over¬ 
hauling of the system: 
...(CAMPS) has not evolved sufficiently to enable 
it (as a system) to recognize and support... 
administrative changes.^' 
Major philosophical and political beginnings, result¬ 
ing from the Nixon Administration's effort to decentralize 
government decision-making, led to drastic organizational 
revisions. Interagency Cooperative Issuance No. 72-2 
described the new role of the system (See Figure 2.1) as 
fol1ows: 
to advise Mayors, Governors, and Regional 
Manpower Coordinating Committees of the 
needs of their States or Areas for man¬ 
power services and on the locally con¬ 
ceived priorities among kinds of services 
required to address these needs; and to 
assist the Governors and Mayors to develop 
comprehensive manpower plans for their 
States or Areas that recognize these needs 
and priorities and make recommendations 
for appropriate program funding. The role 
of the State and Area Councils is essen¬ 
tially to advise Governors and Mayors on 
manpower programs, not to operate or ad- 
• Figure 2.1 The Organization Structure of the 
Cooperative Area Manpower Planning 
System 
Source: Interagency Cooperative Issuance No. 72-2, 
CAMPS, p. 3. 
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ministerprograms. 
ICI 72-2 then goes on to explain its supply/demand man¬ 
power model : 
The plans must define manpower targets and goals 
in terms of: people needing services; employers 
needing employable workers; and a design for the 
provision of services that will insure a high 
level of success in moving the people into jobs 
in the shortest possible time and in the most 
efficient manner. 
As the lowest structural level of the CAMPS plan, the 
Manpower Area Planning Councils (MAPC's) and the Ancillary 
Manpower Planning Boards (AMPB's) meet, confer, and pre- 
I 
pare expenditure recommendations for the central cities 
and the surrounding areas respectively. These plans, re¬ 
viewed, and approved, by the Governors with the assist¬ 
ance of the State Manpower Planning Council (SMPC) are 
then sent, with the state plans,to the Regional Manpower 
Coordinating Committee which considers the multi-state 
perspective and develops a coordinated regional plan. 
Finally, the regional plans are funnelled by the National 
Manpower Coordinating Committee (NMCC) into its ultimate 
coordinated framework and concommitant funding proposal. 
Given the complexities of the information system in¬ 
volved in major manpower decisions of this nature and 
the immense scope of this charge, this system of councils 
and boards clearly is confronted with an extraordinary 
task. This task is made more difficult by the constraint 
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of the selection process that is required for board member¬ 
ship. Boards and councils, generally with fifteen to 
thirty members, must be composed in approximate parity 
by: (1) Client/Users (representing the community of 
users of manpower services), (2) Agency/Sponsors (repre¬ 
senting various existing manpower agencies in the area), 
and (3) Business/Labor (representing the public sector of 
the community). These appointments are made at the appro¬ 
priate levels by elected officials such as mayors, select¬ 
men, or councilmen, governors, and the- President. 
A high level of professional specialization from a 
manpower orientation is not a prerequisite for membership. 
In fact, such a requirement might be dysfunctional to the 
goal of achieving broad community representation and par¬ 
ticipation. CAMPS funding does allow a secretariat staff 
of trained professionals to provide direct assistance to 
the SMPC's and the MAPC's and indirect assistance to the 
AMPB's. Contributing analytically to the decision¬ 
making process by collecting labor market information and 
other re 1evant. economic data, the secretariats are to 
assist the respective councils in policy determination 
and recommendation generation. 
CAMPS is a resource allocation system rather than a 
"program:" the beginning of a major attempt to decen- 
t 
tralize the Federal manpower bureaucracy by moving the 
20 
decision-making and financial control of categorical De- 
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partment of Labor programs toward the local level. On 
a national basis, this represents expenditures of billions 
of dollars. CAMPS is the mechanism designed to provide 
community, state, and regional input into the determina¬ 
tion of the disbursement of those funds. In view of this 
I • 
purpose, local participation, and, in particular, the 
participation of those persons who will benefit from the 
programs in question, is critical. Mangum recently 
reported: 
j 
Returning from the Washington manpower wars 
and from deep involvement in the problems of 
the nation's most disadvantaged minority, one 
of the strongest convictions shared by some 
of us now at the University of Utah was the 
need for a formal training program for man¬ 
power administrators. We had been drafted 
into manpower and had seen hundreds of 
others enter the new field from diverse 
backgrounds, usually with little administra¬ 
tive experience. In retrospect, it is re¬ 
markable that so many at the Federal level 
developed into such capable administrators 
but the costs of trial-and-error learning 
were high. 
Two other factors shaped our interests as we 
returned to the university world. We had 
contributed significantly to the notions of 
decentralization, but deep involvement for 
the first time at the state and local levels 
made us painfully aware how few experienced 
people there were to whom to decentralize. 
We also became aware how little planning 
had ever gone into manpower programs and 
how difficult planning really was when it 
included implementing and taking respon¬ 
sibility for those plans. 
This background provides an understanding of the sig 
nificance and usefulness of making CAMPS a living lab¬ 
oratory for studying a model of participative decision¬ 
making: its determinants, nature, and impact. 
It is within this manpower framework that the study 
will consider the questions previously mentioned con¬ 
cerning participation in decision-making. These are 
behavioral questions, and there is a sizeable behavioral 
literature that is relevant to these questions. 
Participative Decision-Making 
Much has been said recently about the value of a 
general management approach that would include more and 
more of the workers in the decisions that affect their 
lives. This has been described as participative decision 
making and is ascribed to organizations, rather than 
individual managers, who practice formal "job-enrichment" 
programs or informally engage their employees in greater 
than average amounts of the decision functions. This 
section will discuss the background and rationale for 
participative management as an organizational style. 
"The Job Blahs: Who Wants to Work?"^'' is a title 
from the popular journalistic press. In its March 26, 
1973, issue, Newsweek Magazine joined the ranks of 
2 6 . 2 7 
NBC's Sixty Minutes and the Harvard Business Review 
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in proclaiming job enrichment as a proposed solution to 
alienation at the job site, real or imagined. Much 
earlier Maslow proposed a sequentially activated and 
satisfied hierarchy of human needs that was said to con¬ 
trol the human motivational dilemma of "What do I need 
most right now?" As Maslow's name became a household 
word, Frederick Herzberg suggested that for whatever the 
reason, people became satisfied with their jobs because 
of variables seemingly related to higher order needs 
(on Maslow's Hierarchy). Furthermore, those variables 
that were related to the lower order needs could only 
29 
serve to increase or decrease dissatisfaction. That 
idea finally appears to have caught on in industry. 
Thus, a subject.that was for the last two decades very 
much the topic of behavioral research has now come into 
its own. Alienation, job satisfaction, motivation and 
productivity are much on the minds of industrial managers 
and many others including President Nixon and Senator 
Kennedy. Seeing an "Enrichment Boom," Newsweek editors 
identified General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Bell, Kaiser 
Steel, Monsanto, and Corning Glass as some of the "... 
literally hundreds of companies (that) have instituted 
'enrichment' programs to give the workers a sense of 
30 
satisfaction." Sixty Minutes in its piece, "They 
Want to Make Work Human Again," did case studies of 
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Volvo, Gaines Pet Food Company, and Bell Telephone Company 
as some of the many firms getting into job enrichment. 
A year earlier, the same news program featured an hour 
long special called "The Blue Collar Blues,high¬ 
lighting the problem of alienation. 
Academics have long been talking about participative 
33 
decision-making (PDM). Shared decision-making is an 
important part of job enrichment, and that spells par¬ 
ticipation in job design, enlargement and enrichment. 
Generally, the nature of the research on this subject 
has been the analysis of the effects of participation on 
the lower participant. In that sense, PDM has been de¬ 
fined as "a mode of organizational operations in which 
decisions as to activities are arrived at by the same 
34 
persons who are to execute those decisions." The "lower 
participant" was meant to describe the person of lower rank 
such as the employee or the rank and file worker vis-a-vis 
o c 
the higher ranking person'^^ in a very closed system. The 
sincerity of PDM has been questioned, suggesting that it 
is manipulative, and its efficacy as a tool to increase 
productivity has also been questioned. 
PDM is accepted, with broad supporting research, as 
3 6 
a firm part of management literature and has been 
24 
associated with the following organizational effects: 
4 
Power-equalization 
Reduced resistance to change 
Increased control 
Productivity 
Efficiency 
Improved manager-worker relations 
Harmony 
Motivations 
Job satisfaction 
Commonality of goals 
Feelingsofself-value 
37 
Over-all organizational effectiveness 
Some authors have adopted an advocacy role with 
respect to PDM. Most convey the idea that a simple, 
linear, and causal relationship exists between the inde¬ 
pendent variable, "participative" rather than "hierarchial" 
mode of operations, and their choice of dependent vari- 
3 8 
able. However, various PDM scholars recognize the 
existence of the mediating relationship of certain inter¬ 
vening variables. These include the importance, rele- 
3 9 
vance, and legitimacy of the decisions, as well as the 
40 
actor s feelings, beliefs, and predispositions. In 
Mechanic's discussion of the sources of lower-participa¬ 
tion power, he labelled expertness and availability of 
25 
information as important intervening variables in the or- 
41 
ganizational balance of power. This supported early 
research results reported by Chapin typing social intel- 
42 
ligence to social participation, and anticipated 
important work by international researchers who were 
analyzing the participation level of members of workers' 
councils in certain Socialist and Communist nations. 
These studies suggest that expert qualifications of 
participants will determine the extent to which partici¬ 
pation increases or decreases influence which will have 
the important effect of contributing to that individual's 
ability or willingness to participate actively. Concerned 
less with the "why" of the mode of behavior, Mulder 
questioned whether or not people, who were not used to 
participating (or were not as skillful in the role of 
decision-making), were able or willing to participate in 
43 
group decision-making as equals. 
Pursuit of this line of research is best summed by 
Lowin's comment in his survey of the participation litera¬ 
ture : 
It is abundantly clear that any simplistic 
PDM hypothesis is too gross to be proven 
or disproven. The findings to date can 
best be interpreted as mapping the mediat¬ 
ing conditions which shape the effects of 
PDM. There are already available suffi¬ 
cient data to suggest specific ad hoc 
hypotheses about mediating actor and 
environmental variables. Instead of 
trying wastefully to "prove or disprove" 
26 
the PDM hypothesis, future research would 
do well to focus on these intermediate 
conditions in order to ascertain the 
paramenters of PDM effectiveness. ^ 
Small Groups and Participation 
This literature is vast and ambiguous: supporting 
and refuting evidence on nearly every front. McGrath and 
Altman attempted its synthesis by categorizing the varia¬ 
bles from over 250 research episodes and describing their 
45 
interrelationships and their statistical significances. 
Other authors have attempted similar but less ambitious 
research summaries, providing listings of propositions 
extracted from the literature. These include Thompson 
4 6 
(Organizations), Collins and Guetzkow (Social Psychology 
47 
•and Decision-Making), and Price (Organizational Effect- 
4 8 
iveness). Nowhere in these compendia is found any 
powerful evidence supporting the proposition that the 
"level of preparedness" of an individual has impact on 
his ability or willingness to participate actively in a 
group decision-making function. 
There is inferential support, throughout these and 
other individual theory and research articles, for the 
idea that expert-power is of immense importance in group 
49 
interaction and decision-making tasks. Inferential 
support also exists for the general theory that education 
) 
27 
and experience are related directly to expert-power, in¬ 
fluence, participation, and effective group decision- 
50 
making. Furthermore, empirical evidence indicates 
that homogeneity -in groups enhances interaction and 
effective decision-making. These works seem to add cred¬ 
ibility to the proposition that great disparity in the 
level of preparedness within groups will be dysfunctional 
51 
toward a goal of high general participation. 
A relationship between specific training in manage¬ 
ment decision-making and effectiveness in the administra¬ 
tion of non-profit organizations was reported recently by 
Reimnitz. In his study, he questioned various levels of 
administrators regarding their experiential and educational 
background. These results were compared to the results of 
a survey of the superiors and subordinates of the same 
administrators concerning their administrative effective- 
52 
ness. The study indicated a high positive correlation. 
A similar analysis was made by Parnes in a study of 
manpower agency managers. His work revealed a pattern of 
training and experiential background that was deemed 
superior preparation for making manpower policy and 
... 53 
program decisions. 
From a review of the literature concerning partici¬ 
pative management styles and small group behavior, one 
might well conclude any of several ideas. First, par- 
28 
ticipation may or may not be manipulative and/or effective. 
Second, small group research supports many ambiguous 
positions. However, homogeneous groups will probably be a 
more likely source for frequent and intense interaction 
than heterogeneous groups. By combining these conclusions, 
it is safe to predict that, given a desire for increased 
interaction among members of groups, small groups of 
people with very similar backgrounds will provide better 
results. However, if the objective includes participa¬ 
tion from a group of participants with very diverse back¬ 
grounds, there is an inconsistency that forecasts dif¬ 
ficulty. Perhaps one could suggest that excluding some 
artificial mechanism for the facilitation of increased 
participation, it might not be forthcoming, no matter 
how desirable. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This chapter is a description of the methodology to 
be pursued in developing, analyzing, and presenting the 
data related to this research. The format of the chapter 
fol1ows. 
First, a general overview, including definitions, 
hypotheses, and methods, will be presented. Second, a 
detailed explanation of the instrumentation will be put 
forth. Included will be the RLP and the lA instrumentation 
from the development of the instrument, to their field 
testing, use, scoring, and tabulation. Also in this 
section, the methods for the analysis of the data will be 
developed. 
All listings, letters, questionnaires, and computer 
programs will be presented separately in Appendix A. 
General Overview 
The purpose of this research is to analyze the impact 
of RLP on an individual's ability and willingness to par¬ 
ticipate in a group decision-making activity. One 
question is whether an increasing ratio of expert to 
non-expert members will reduce the participation of the 
non-expert member? 
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The procedure involves three basic steps: (1) 
identifying the individual levels of expertness (RLP) 
within the committees, (2) analyzing individual participa¬ 
tion (lA) rates within the committees, and (3) examining 
the relationship between the RLP and the lA. The process 
in Parts 1 and 2 (the development and use of the RLP 
questionnaire and the lA instrument) is a parallel, 
though overlapping, endeavor. 
Definitions. Within the framework of a general overview 
of the methodology, this section will clarify terminology 
by providing operational definitions. 
As an organizational analysis of a manpower resource 
allocation system, the study will view small group 
decision-making through the Cooperative Area Manpower 
Planning System (CAMPS). Hierarchial1y speaking, CAMPS 
consists of four differentiated organizational levels. 
They are the National Manpower Coordinating Committee 
(NMCC), Regional Manpower Coordinating Committees (RMCC's), 
State Manpower Planning Councils (SMPC's), the Manpower 
Area Planning Councils (MAPC's), and the Ancillary Manpower 
Planning Boards (AMPB's). 
This study is concerned with the decision-making 
behavior of the AMPB's whose membership consists of 
identifiable representatives of the Client/User sector, 
the Agency/Sponsor sector, and the Business/Labor sector 
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of the general population. 
Concerned with the allocation of financial resources 
for manpower programs, the committees deliberate, de¬ 
cide, and make recommendations involving millions of 
•dollars. 
Skill and/or expertise is one focus of the study. 
For the purposes of this study, skill or expertise will 
be defined, in relative terms, as one of four scores 
resulting from the evaluation of completed questionnaires. 
Measuring relative level of preparedness (RLP), the 
questionnaire will seek data describing three particular 
member characteristics: education, experience, and spe¬ 
cific knowledge of manpower affairs. The results will 
be scored and ranked within groups to provide a measure 
of RLP. RLP will be considered to be an operational 
measure of skill and expertness in this study. Educa¬ 
tional, experiential, specific task knowledge, and a 
composite component of the measure will be used as 
separate measures for the research. 
Another focus of the study is the participation, or 
interaction, of the individual AMPB members. Two impor¬ 
tant measures of participation will be used. First, 
actual physical attendance at the meetings will be viewed 
as a participative commitment by the member. Second, and 
more important, is the interactive behavior of the member 
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at the meeting. His or her actual utterance in numbers, 
4 
duration, and proportion of the total group will be 
considered a measure of participation. As such, inter¬ 
action or participation will be measured by interaction 
analysis (lA). In this study, the form of lA adopted will 
be a simple talk counting by member that will provide 
sufficient raw data for purposes of comparison and analysis. 
Thus, within the framework of CAMPS, the research 
analyzes participationas a function of expertness by 
comparing two operational measures, RLP and interaction. 
Hypotheses. Two major hypotheses have been developed 
to study the relationship of the above mentioned variables. 
The first is concerned with the impact, in general, of 
RLP on the individual's participation level. Its purpose 
is to discover whether or not participation by individuals 
will generally fluctuate in direct relation to their RLP 
scores. 
Hypothesis 1 : There is a positive relationship 
between the RLP and the level of an 
individual's p a r ticip a tio n in A M PT~ 
meetings. 
Theoretically, this hypothesis suggests that inter¬ 
action by individuals will be functionally related to 
their expert preparations. This hypothesis is based on 
the assumption that people will credent!alize themselves 
on the basis of some common or similar criteria. Further- 
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more, the hypothesis assumes that once these members rank 
« 
themselves, they will act as junior or senior members, 
by speaking less or more, depending on their position 
in the rank. 
Four operational hypotheses will test Hypothesis 1 
by using statistical techniques to correlate the four RLP 
measures to the levels of individual participation. The 
four measures are the educational, experiential manpower, 
and the composite RLP scale. Participation will be per¬ 
centages of group utterances. 
Hypothesis 1 .1 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RLP (Education) 
and participation in AMPB's. 
Hypothesis 1 .2 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RLP (Experiential) 
and participation in AMPB's. 
Hypothesis 1 .3 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RLP (Manpower) 
and participation in AMPB's. 
Hypothesis 1 .4 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RLP (Composite) 
and participation in AMPB's. 
An additional measure that can be explored concerning 
this general hypothesis is actual member attendance at 
the meetings. Some interaction will have transpired prior 
to the data collection which will have had impact on the 
AMPB members. It is predicted that a direct relationship 
will exist between RLP and physical attendance at the 
meetings. 
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Hypothesis 1,5 There is a statisticallysignifleant 
correlation between RLP (Education) 
and non-attendance at the AMPB 
meetings. 
Hypothesis 1.6 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RLP (Experiential) 
and non-attendance at the AMPB 
meetings. 
Hypothesis 1.7 There is a statistica11ysignificant 
correlation between RLP (Manpower) 
and non-attendance at AMPB meetings. 
Hypothesis 1.8 There is a statisticallysignificant 
correlation between RLP (Composite)" 
and non-attendance at AMPB meetings. 
The second hypothesis is concerned in the broader 
sense with the nature of the group structure. 
It is suggested that in AMPB's with high variances 
with respect to RLP, participation by those with the low 
RLP will significantly be retarded. On the contrary, 
groups exhibiting homogeneous RLP levels, and therefore 
low group variances, should display a relatively higher 
level of participation by the less skilled members. 
Thus, the second hypothesis predicts an inverse 
relationship. Group variance, with respect to RLP, is 
expected to be inversely related to participation by 
non-experts. When the members are separated by levels of 
expertness, high and low, it is anticipated that the 
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latter will participate at a rate significantly less in 
high variance groups than in low variance groups. 
Hypothesis 2: There is an inverse relationship 
between participation by low expert 
AMPB members and the group RIP 
variance. 
Essentially, the commonalities of education, experience, 
and knowledge of the low RLP-variance groups are expected 
to create climates that are supportive of their lower skill 
members. Likewise, it is the pressure toward conformity 
that may cause threat and discomfort in the low skill 
members of the high RLP-variance groups. 
Four operational hypotheses have been developed to 
test this relationship through rank order correlation 
statisties. 
Hypothesis 2.1 There is no significant difference 
between participation rates of low 
RLP (Education) members in high and 
low variance (RLP) AMPB's. 
A null hypothesis is being used to test this and 
the following three operational hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 2.1 is examining the relationship between 
the scope of the disparity of education in the AMPB's and 
the nature of participation by lower RLP scoring members. 
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Does the size of the variance, which describes the dis¬ 
parity of education amongst the members, have impact on 
the relative amount of participation actually engaged by 
the lower RLP members? Implicit in the hypothesis is a 
four part examination of the questions. Therefore, the 
analysis will include a view of the relationship between 
educational disparity and the lA performance of low RLP 
education scoring members. 
Hypothesis 2.2 There is no significant difference 
between participation rates of low 
RLP (Experiential) members in high 
and low variance (RLP) AMPB's. 
Similar to the hypothesis 2.1, this hypothesis will 
consider the impact of disparity, of experience in AMPB's 
on the relative participation of the low RLP membership. 
Hypothesis 2.3 There is no significant difference 
between participation rates of low 
RLP (Manpower) members in high and 
low variance (RLP) ~AMPB ' s . 
This hypothesis is identical to the previous two except 
that the disparity being examined is related to the matter 
of specific manpower task knowledge. 
Hypothesis 2.4 There is no significant difference 
between participation rates of low 
RLP (Composite) m^mbers in high and 
low variance (RLP) AMPB's. 
Finally, and again like the previous hypotheses, this 
hypothesis will examine the impact of a RLP composite 
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score variance on the performance of low skill members 
of AMPB's. 
Methods: Figure 3.1 shows in schematic form the three 
part methodological process involved in this research. 
The parts are instrumentation development, data collec¬ 
tion, and data analysis. In both of the first two parts, 
there are two tracks. Instrumentation and data collec¬ 
tion both involve Relative Level of Preparedness (RLP) 
Data and Interaction Analysis (lA) Data. The data 
analysis includes both types of data and their compari¬ 
son . 
To test the hypotheses, it is proposed first that a 
RLP questionnaire be distributed to all AMPB members 
(approximately 400) in Massachusetts. The document will 
be coded to identify the respondent and his constituency. 
Completion of the form will describe the education and 
experiential background of the AMPB member as it relates 
to the task and the understanding that the member can 
relate:, to manpower and the CAMPS organization. Thus, 
for testing purposes, four RLP scores will emerge from 
this research instrument, scaling the three specific 
areas and a general composite scale. 
Second, a technique will be implemented to analyze 
the participation in the groups by i ndividual. members. 
That is, summary information will be gathered attending 
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INSTRUMENTATION DATA COLLECTION 
Fig. 3.1 Methodological Schematic for the 
Examination of the Relationship 
between RLP and Participation in 
the Massachusetts Ancillary Man 
power Planning Boards 
ANALYSIS 
ANALYSIS 
OF DATA 
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and analyzing of AMPB meetings. Each of the nineteen local 
AMPB's in Massachusetts will be visited once, during a 
general meeting, for study. These meetings will occur 
fairly late in the decision-making process schedule, 
specifically, during March and early April. 
A modified Flanders type interaction analysis is 
being developed that will calculate number of utterances 
of several categories for each individual member of the 
committee. Participation will be defined both by member 
attendance and percentage of group talking. 
Finally, the data collected from the two processes 
will be analyzed for its interrelatedness, and the 
relationships between the measures will be explored. 
Instrumentation 
As a separate process, instrumentation could grow in 
scope to the extent that it could be a project in its own 
right. In fact, either the RLP questionnaire or the lA 
forms and their field testing and validation could stand 
alone as reasonably demanding research. However, it is 
only one part of this research and must be considered in 
that perspective. 
The RLP Questionnaire. Development of the RLP 
instrument is an eclectic process. The objectives of the 
questionnaire are clear. They are to collect data that will 
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provide a tool for the comparison of the various members 
of the Ancillary Manpower. PIanning Boards in Massachusetts. 
The basis of the comparison is intellectual preparation 
for the task of participating, as relative equals, on 
the boards, by the people being tested. 
One assumption of management education is that 
formal preparation in planning, organizing, controlling, 
decision-making, and human behavior is useful to the 
individual. Further, when accompanied by practical 
experience, this professional education must enhance the 
effectiveness of the organization employing that individual's 
skills: a condition logically extending into the conduct 
of such activities in administrative groups. Although 
some recent research in the field of management supports 
this view,^ the literature of Small Group Research 
2 
neither supports nor refutes the assumption. 
Thus, the RLP instrument should measure the re¬ 
spondent's formal education in the relevant disciplines, 
as well as his or her previous experience in such areas 
that will prove helpful in this endeavor. Last, it 
i should also consider the participants' grasp of the 
specific topic at hand, CAMPS and local manpower programs 
j 
j 
i 
! 
and needs. 
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Two sources of information are available for the 
development of the questionnaire. The first was two 
recent publications pertaining to requirements for man¬ 
power planning specialists, and the second is a panel 
of persons possessing expert personal knowledge and 
experience in manpower and/or survey questionnaires. 
Fames' research was a survey of 250 manpower 
specialists concerning their professional backgrounds 
and their attitudes about ideal preparation for other 
manpower specialists. Table 3.1 shows a distribution 
of their present manpower related occupations compared 
to their original occupation. Their evaluation of 
selected fields as preparation for work in their fields 
is represented- in Table 3.2. With respect to formal 
courses, they arranged the first eight in the following 
order: 
1. Labor market economics 
2. Statistics 
3. Economics (other) 
4. Industrial relations 
5. Public administration 
6. Sociology 
7. Personnel administration 
8. Demography^ 
In a paper presented during the 1972 Industrial 
Relations Research Association meeting, Mangum, Robson, 
and Guilliam described their experience in developing 
a program of training for manpower administrators. 
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Their summary of the development of the Masters program 
in manpower administration begins as follows: 
Relying on experience and observation, the 
essential skills of the manpower admini¬ 
strators which might be provided in a 
classroom setting seemed to be an under¬ 
standing of: 
1. The history, objectives and nature of 
manpower policy and programs. 
2. The workings of the economy and nature 
of economic policy. 
3. The economics of the labor market. 
4. The causes and incidence of poverty. 
5. Human relations in organizations. 
6. Public personnel administration. 
7. Financial controls in budgeting. 
8. The use of statistics. 
9. Report and proposal writing. 
10. Administrative law.^ 
These two works will provide the foundations for 
questions that are related to determining the academic 
support that might be related to manpower decision¬ 
making. Furthermore, they will help suggest areas of 
on-the-job experience and specific manpower information 
that will become the second and third elements of the 
RLP measure. 
The second major source of information available is 
the personal experience and insight of certain experts 
in the field. Five such persons have graciously agreed 
to review a preliminary draft of the RLP instrument and 
provide their criticisms and suggestions. 
The five members include professors and researchers 
whose research has been noted herein and practitioners. 
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One is a graduate of the Masters Degree program cited 
previously. A list of the panel members is included in 
Appendix A. 
Once the responses of the panel members are received, 
and the RLP questionnaire field tested, it will be necessary 
to weigh the questions and develop a meaningful format for 
translating questionnaire results to RLP scores. 
Interaction Analysis. Interaction analysis (lA) is a 
general class of research tools for persons interested in 
group process. That is, there are various orientations 
and objectives, but each attempts to look at a group of 
individuals taking part in some kind of interpersonal 
transactions. From this view, the lA researcher attempts 
to focus on verbal or non-verbal behavior and actually 
counts time or observes patterns or directions or cli¬ 
mates of the specific behavior in question. This pro¬ 
vides a quantitative basis for making objective state¬ 
ments about specific group process that might otherwise 
go unnoticed or misunderstood. Generally the equipment 
is minimal and includes a matrix or just a note pad and 
a set of coding instructions for classifying the observed 
behavior. In some of the more complex lA techniques, 
observers spend much time in training to validate their 
ability to categorize behavior from sometimes very 
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subtle differences in vocal inflection or eye contact. 
Many techniques have been formulated, and the best col- 
5 
lection is a catalog prepared by Simon and Boyer that 
lists and references 79 different techniques. Very 
recently a new lA technique has been reported by Smith 
of the University of Pennsylvania in which tongue 
showing, a supposed unconscious display of emotional 
response similar to that of little children, is observed 
and analyzed.^ 
In selecting an appropriate lA technique for this 
research, the choice between the use of the Bales tech- 
nique^or the Flanders technique was important.^ Some 
suggested that the Bales instrument is too complex. 
Thus, a field test was carried out which showed the Bales 
technique impossible to carry out without long training. 
Furthermore, the technique provided far too much informa¬ 
tion. A conversation with Professor Bales augmented this 
information and supported the conclusion. However, in¬ 
vestigation into the Flanders technique indicated that it 
is also somewhat complex and unfortunately falls short of 
providing the kind of information needed for this re- 
search. The Flanders technique categorizes ten or more 
kinds of interaction between a classroom teacher, or any 
group leader, and the rest of the group as a unit, and 
does not discriminate between individuals. 
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Thus, a modification of the Flanders technique will 
be developed that will attempt to collect only the per¬ 
tinent information, in the most complete way, with the 
least cost in terms of complexity. Basically the instru¬ 
ment is going to be expected to discriminate amounts of. 
utterances by individuals within groups. These utter¬ 
ances will be considered within some comparable time 
unit for the sake of comparability between groups. 
Finally, the instrument should be usable by the researcher. 
In that sense, it should be portable and simple. 
Collection of Data. Approximately 300 members of 
Ancillary Manpower Planning Boards (AMPB's) constitute the 
population upon which this research is based. They are 
the members of nineteen AMPB's which are located across 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Measures will be 
taken on questionnaire data received from the responding 
sample of this population and compared to observations 
of their behavior in decision-making committees. 
The questionnaires will be sent to the entire mem¬ 
bership of the committees. After an initial mailing is 
sent and responded to, a follow-up second mailing will 
be sent. A final opportunity to respond will be provided 
to non-responding AMPB members during the field visits. 
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The purpose of the field visits is two-fold. First, 
the lA process will be observed and recorded. Second, 
supplemental RLP data will be collected. The researcher 
will attend one meeting each of each of the nineteen 
AMPB's sometime during their preparation of the manpower 
plans for Fiscal Year 1974. Occurring between November, 
1972, and May, 1973, the meetings will be the forum for 
all segments of the committees to participate in the 
actual decision-making. 
Access to the meetings will be an important problem 
that will only be solved with the cooperation of both the 
individual AMPB's and the State Office of Manpower 
Affairs. The meetings are part of the public process 
and as such are subject to the Massachusetts Open Meeting 
Law. However, if a committee were to desire to make it 
difficult for the researcher, it would simply be impos¬ 
sible to collect the data. Massachusetts' Office of 
Manpower Affairs can provide encouragement to the AMPB's 
for either cooperation or obstruction. To date, every 
indication suggests that the boards will be willing to 
assist and the Office of Manpower Affairs will be 
helpfu1. 
Meeting attendance, as a process, will involve the 
identification of members and the observation of their 
interactions. By the time the actual process begins. 
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the lA procedures will have been developed and tested to 
facilitate the needs of the research. Hopefully, most 
of the RLP questionnaires will have been collected. 
During the meetings, the remaining RLP questionnaires 
will be distributed to previously non-responding members. 
The form in which the data are collected is important 
in that it must be consistent with the objectives for the 
analysis supporting the testing of the various hypotheses. 
Thus, the data should be concise and must possess the 
potential of being transferred into comparable scores and 
percentages . 
The Analysis of the Data. Upon attendance of the final 
AMPB meeting, the analysis of collected data will com¬ 
mence. The first step in such a procedure will be to 
summarize all the data into one large matrix including 
all measures and questions for all observed cases. Each 
coded RLP questionnaire will be part of the information 
base that will be read into this large data base. The 
interaction amounts for each member of each group will 
also be part of the data that is included in that matrix. 
Once a data base is established, there will be some 
arithametic operations necessary to convert raw numbers 
taken from the answers to RLP questions and observations 
from the lA forms, to scores for RLP variables and lA 
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percentages. Thus, the weightings for the scores are an 
important part of the eventual analysis of the data. The 
questions on the RLP instrument must be allocated for 
specific purposes.to the individual scores and weighted 
so that the total of each RLP measure is calculated in 
a manner that is consistent with both the needs of the 
variable and the calculation of the other RLP variables. 
Also, it is necessary to determine how the three should 
be interpreted into a composite score. 
Only after five variables have been determined 
(including RLP Education, RLP Experience, RLP Manpower 
Task Knowledge, RLP Composite, and lA percentage) and 
weighted can statistical analysis proceed. 
The first eight.operationa1 hypotheses call for 
correlation analysis to determine whether or not there 
exists statistically significant relationships between 
the RLP measures and the lA measure for in'di vidua 1 s . 
The last four operational hypotheses call for a rank 
order correlation technique to ascertain the impact of 
size of RLP variances for groups and the participation 
level of the lowest skill members within those groups. 
The actual calculations for the scores must neces¬ 
sarily come out of the instruments and the statistical 
calculations that will be delineated from standardized 
statistical programs. These will be outlined in the 
next chapter. 
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This chapter of the research included two sections. 
First, a general overview was included that presented 
definitions, hypotheses, and methods. Second, the 
instrumentation used in the study was explained. This 
involved the RLP questionnaire and the lA instrument. 
The discussion centered mainly around their proposed 
development and use. The actual instrumentation and 
analysis are to be presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPING THE RLP AND lA INSTRUMENTATION 
As previously indicated, two completely separate in¬ 
struments were required for the research. First, the 
Relative Level of Preparedness (RLP) questionnaire had 
to be developed and field tested. Second, an operational 
Interaction Analysis (lA) instrument was required. In 
both cases, the details of transforming the raw data into 
scores and percentages was also necessary. Furthermore, 
development of the instrumentation and scoring would 
lead to a need for statistical methods for testing the 
hypotheses within the research. 
Therefore, this chapter will describe the actual 
process of developing the RLP and lA instruments and the 
adoption of specific statistical tests and programs. 
RLP Questionnaire 
As previously mentioned, five people, each with 
personal experience, agreed to serve as panel members.^ 
The purpose of the panel was to provide guidance in the 
development of a questionnaire that would ask the appro¬ 
priate questions of respondents for the study. 
On December 15, 1972, a packet was sent to each 
panel member. Included was a cover letter which con¬ 
firmed their previous verbal commitment to serve, a 
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a short abstract of the research, and a copy of the pro¬ 
posed questionnaire. Copies of the abstract and the 
original instrument are included as Appendix A. By 
January 7 , 1 973 ,.the panel members had each responded 
with their comments. By combining the various sug¬ 
gestions, a second draft was prepared and field tested 
with students in a special program at Worcester Poly¬ 
technic Institute. A copy of this draft is included as 
Appendix A. It was concluded that the instrument at 
that point was at least "do-able," but a bit complex. 
With this information, on January 12, 1973, Professor 
Wortman provided additional consultation in refining the 
draft. Asa result of that meeting, a simplified ques¬ 
tionnaire was prepared and printed, a copy of which is 
included as Appendix A. 
On January 22, 1973, the first mailing of the ques¬ 
tionnaire was sent to the then current list of AMPB mem¬ 
bers, chairmen, and vice-chairmen. The actual returns 
and their summarization will be presented in the next 
chapter. It was hoped that there would be a substantial 
return, but no objective criterion for success was set 
for two major reasons. The first reason was that in 
this kind of exercise, a non-return can be considered a 
valuable bit of data alone. Second, it was safe to 
assume that non - responding members could be asked to 
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complete questionnaires on sight, before, during or after 
< 
the actual meetings. 
Scorinq. Scoring the questionnaires is somewhat 
problematical in that there are two basic judgemental 
decisions that have to be made prior to the analysis of the 
data. First weights, within the composite score, were given 
to each of the three parts: education, experience, and 
task knowledge. The second problem was the determination 
of the weights within the separate parts of the score.' 
Setting weights to the final score was difficult in 
that each of the variables contributes in varying degrees 
to an individual's expertness or willingness to participate. 
In discussing the weighting question with various 
panel members, advice ranged from round-number percen¬ 
tages, such as 20% education, 50% experience, and 30% 
task knowledge, to 33 1/3% each, to a ratio that most 
highly rewarded task knowledge. For the purpose of the 
research, a function of equal weights was arbitrarily 
chosen. 
The actual scoring was very simple and was carried 
out by computer. A main data file, RLPPP.DAT was con¬ 
structed in which all the data was stored. Used for 
two general purposes, this file was coded to identify 
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the various sectors (client, agency, or public), as well 
as the specific AMPB. First, it was necessary as a 
source for the calculation of the four RLP measures. 
Second, it will be a source of interrelations for later 
data generated relative to the interaction analysis. A 
copy of the raw data is included in Appendix A. 
The raw data will simply be transferred from the 
returned questionnaires. The data file will be the 
source from which the operational computer program will 
get individual responses for conversion to individual 
scores. The assistance of Professors Belovitz and 
Wortman is acknowledged in developing the following 
formulas. 
Operational programming will calculate the four 
separate measures. The object functions are as follows: 
(X + X ) X^ 
1 . RLP , = ' 2 + X. + 4a 
ed ^^ 3 i:— 
(Xi + xp 
X^ = the high school years; 
X^ = the mean high school years; 
X^ = the college years; 
X^ = the mean college years; 
X^ = the number of college degrees; 
X, = the total number of the selected courses 
4a 
indicated as completed; and 
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X. = the mean number of selected courses completed* 
4a 
where RLP represents the educational portion of the 
ed 
score. The range of scores for should be from a 
minimum of zero to a maximum of about seven. 
2. RLP 
X.u (w.X ) 
ex 
'4b 
4b 
1 6 
(W-Xg) 
The second value on the right hand side of equation 
number two is a simple ratio of the years of experience 
counted in question number six multiplied by a weighting 
for the frequency to the grand mean of the same sum, 
where 
■ w = a weight for frequency in question six, where 
i 
(N = 0, 0 = 1 ,F = 2); 
X = the sum of the years for the activity; and 
6 
X^l^= the year summary for the circled answers to 
question 4; 
RLP = The experiential portion of the total score. 
6 X 
The range of values for RLP is less certain, but it 
ex 
should be between zero and five. 
3. RLP^, = X + X , where 
tk 7 8 
X^ = a subjective score from question 7, rated 
0, Kor 2; and 
X = a subjective score from question 8, rated 
8 
0, 1 , or 2. 
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RLP^I^ = the task portion of the total score. 
It follows that the range of scores will be from 
zero to four. 
4. RLP.^. = RLP . + RLP + RLP.. 
tot ed ex tk 
Thus, the final composite value is a summary of the 
individual scores. As such, its range will be from zero 
to about sixteen, and it will retain its characteristic 
of relativity. The computer program for calculating these 
values will be included in Appendix A. 
From the individual scoring, the next computational 
step will be the listing of scores within AMPB groups 
and the calculation of variances. The variance is calclated 
as fol1ows: 
5. Var(RLP) = (RLP - RLP)^/N, where 
N = the number of participants within the group 
RLP = the group mean score for a particular component 
RLP = the individual score for a particular component. 
Once the individual AMPB variances have been calcu- 
I 
lated, they will be ranked for eventual use in the test¬ 
ing of the second general set of hypotheses. 
InteractionAnalysis 
As explained earlier, neither the Bales Interaction 
Process Analysis technique nor the Flanders technique 
were appropriate for this study. 
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However, a modification of the Flanders technique 
« 
was developed and field tested during various faculty 
meetings in January and February, 1973, at Worcester 
( 
Polytechnic Institute. The resulting technique is sim¬ 
ple and easy to use. 
The lA researcher, using the modified technique, 
simply observes a group in progress and, using an 8h 
X 11 inch matrix similar to graph paper, a copy of which 
is included as Appendix A, inserts a hashmark in a 
square beneath the name of that individual who is making 
an utterance. This is done each time any person initi¬ 
ates a statement. Marks are accumulated in each person's 
column within one row of squares until a period of two 
minutes have elapsed. Then the same columns continue in 
the subsequent row. If any individual continues a mono¬ 
logue for two minutes, a mark is placed in the next 
block down within that participant's column. That 
process is continued until the speaker relinquishes the 
floor to another participant. A stop watch is used to 
maintain consistency in the scoring, and long individual 
utterances are weighted more heavily to reflect their 
more dominating nature. The interactions will be 
weighted by a formula that is based on the average num¬ 
ber of interactions per two-minute time span for the 
individual AMPB, a measure that will eventually be 
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compared to the grand mean of all AMPB's to test 
« 
Hypothesis 2. 
Finally, following the weighting, the interaction 
tabulations will simply be summed. Two separate sums 
will be kept. The first will be the simple sum, and 
the second will eliminate long utterances that are re¬ 
lated to reports delivered from members of sub-commit¬ 
tees . 
I 
Hypothesis Testjng 
This research provides for the testing of two 
classes of hypotheses, both tying the RLP measures to 
the lA measure. The first is a correlation of the three 
separate and the one composite RLP measure as indepen¬ 
dent variables against the lA results across AMPB lines 
for all cases. To carry out the testing operationally, 
the BMD Biomedical Statistical Programs, BMD 02D program 
2 
of Correlation with Transgeneration, has been chosen. 
The output of that program includes sums, means, cross- 
1 
product deviations, a variance-covariance matrix, and a 
correlation matrix. The critical values will be deter¬ 
mined from a table based on a confidence level of .95. 
A copy of the program description will be included in 
Appendix A. 
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The second general class of hypotheses is related 
to within group variances of RLP as they relate to total 
participation, measured by summed interactions, by the 
lower level participants. Essentially the research is 
setting out to test the hypothesis that the proportion 
of participation by low RLP members will be the same in 
either high or low variance groups. The theory suggests 
that the more homogeneous, therefore low variance, groups 
will provide a more likely forum for the relatively lower 
participant. 
To test these hypotheses, Spearman's Rank Order 
Correlation test will be used. The test calculates 
Spearman's rho which, for non-parametric data, provides 
a measure of correlation between rankings. 
In the case of the present research, two rankings 
will be compared. First, the AMPB's will be ranked, for 
each RLP score, by size of their group variances. This 
is an indication of the nature of the diversity in RLP 
within the groups. Second, the total percentage of the 
interaction contributed by the lowest half scores on 
the various RLP measures, within AMPB's, will be ranked 
by AMPB. The correlation of two resulting rankings will 
then be tested using the following formula for Spearman's 
3 
rho „ 
6 (d^) 
r = 
s 
1 
1) 
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Again, the .95 level of significance will be used 
to determine confidence. 
In this chapter, three general topics have been 
discussed. First, the final development and scoring of 
the RLP instrument was outlined. Second, a similar 
discussion of the lA instrument was presented. Third, 
the details of the statistical testing of the hypotheses 
was described. 
The remaining portions of the research will include 
two separate results chapters and a chapter with a sum¬ 
mary and the conclusions of the research. 
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CHAPTER V 
COLLECTION OF THE DATA 
Introduction. This chapter will describe the actual 
collection of the data. Beginning with a brief chronological 
overview of the process, the chapter will include discussions 
of various issues about the data collection. Issues to be 
covered are the factors that had impact on the seguence of 
events, the collection and comparison of Relative Level of 
Preparedness (RLP) data from Ancillary Manpower Planning 
Board (AMPB) members, collection at the AMPB meetings of 
Interaction Analysis (lA) data, and the scoring and 
analyzing of the RLP and lA data. 
Chronological Overview. Data collection began 
January 20, 1973, with the first mailing of the RLP 
questionnaires to AMPB members.^ A second mailing of the 
RLP questionnaire was sent to non-respondents of the 
first mailing on February 3, 1973. During February, the 
interaction analysis instrument was field tested and the 
scheduling of the field visits was begun. 
Visits to the actual nineteen meetings began on 
March 7, 1973, and were concluded on April 25, 1973. 
Factors Determining the Order of Events in the Data 
Collection. There were three major time constraints in 
this research. First, certain of the boards' memberships 
had not been constituted until late 1972. In fact, the 
state Manpower Planning Council and the Governor had not 
yet approved the membership of two AMPB's when the first 
mailing was sent. Thus it was necessary to postpone the 
collection of data until the membership question was 
resolved. 
Second, there was the matter of logistics for the 
scheduling of field work in districts ranging from the 
Berkshires to Cape Cod, When meetings were held at similar 
or identical times, it was obviously impossible for one 
researcher to be in both places. Moreover, many boards 
met infrequently even as they approached their plan 
submission deadlines. 
Third and perhaps most critical was the reporting 
deadline for the AMPBs. Imposed by the Massachusetts 
State Manpower Planning Council to facilitate its own 
reporting to the Department of Labor, the deadline meant 
that all the data had to be collected by May 4, 1973. 
Any groups not visited by that time would not be available 
for this research. 
Collecting the RLP Data. In preparing to mail the 
questionnaires, the most current possible listing of the 
approved membership rosters of the boards was obtained 
from Dr. Leslie Firth, Executive Director of the SMPC 
staff. His office provided support in the form of mailing 
lists, staff assistance, office space, and teleohone 
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services. 
In December, 1972, a mailing list was provided 
containing the names and addresses of all AMPB members and 
chair-persons, identifying the sectors which they represented. 
During January, 1973, the list was keypunched and verified 
for a computerized mailing list to facilitate the two 
mailings. These labels were coded to identify the AMPB 
and the member sector. This process minimized addressing 
and coding questionnaires and envelopes. 
To elicit responses from AMPB members, one large 
sheet with a short cover-letter on the front and the 
questionnaire on the back, was used. Each person would 
read the letter and simply continue on the inside to 
complete the questionnaire. (For a copy, see Appendix A). 
The cover-letter carried several messages. The 
population of the subjects as AMPB members was identified 
and the value of their positions and their -responses was 
made clear. Confidentiality of their responses was then 
assured and a meeting with the researcher at a later date 
was mentioned. The purpose of that disclosure was two¬ 
fold: (1) embarrassment due to awkward responses could be 
avoided. (2) a better response probably would result if 
they expected to meet the researcher. The final paragraph 
was a plea that they complete the questionnaire immediately. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope was provided. 
Two hundred eiqhty-five questionnaires were mailed. 
$ 
Within two weeks, slightly over one-third had been returned 
completed, while another five per cent had been returned 
undelivered. When the returns dropped off sharply, the 
second mailing was prepared. A second set of labels was 
run with a new cover-letter which explained that the 
questionnaire had been sent earlier without response. 
Then the first cover-letter was set in parenthetically, 
followed by a second suggestion that the receiver fill it 
out on the spot and mail it. As the letter was on the 
outside of the questionnaire, its form served to discriminate 
it in the returns from the first. The letter was very short. 
(For cover-letter No. 2, see Appendix A). 
When the returns stopped, a total of 131, or 45 per 
cent had been returned. This represented 99 in the first 
group and 32 in the second. 
While a higher figure had been desired and anticipated, 
the AMPB meetings provided the needed opportunity to 
increase the response. Thus, during the progress of the 
field work, extra questionnaires were completed by non¬ 
respondents. Although there is a set of hypotheses concern¬ 
ing non-attendance, the research primarily concerns persons 
who actually do attend the meetings. As a result of the 
Massachusetts Open Meeting law, actual membership is not a 
prerequisite for meeting attendance. Therefore, while 
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some members did not attend, some non-members did attend. 
During the course of the field work, an additional 
100 responses were collected, for an accumulated total of 
230. The process of requesting questionnaire completion 
at the meetings was uniform throughout the research. 
Permission to collect RLP questionnaire data was requested 
of each board chairman. This always included a short 
two-minute introduction describing the purposes and the 
nature of the questionnaire. It amounted to about the 
same information that had been available in the cover- 
letter. Time was then taken for the members to fill in the 
forms. Rarely was more than five minutes allocated to 
this endeavor. One group refused to allow the research 
to be completed. More will be said about this later, as 
well as about the general topic of meeting attendance. 
A Comparison of the Three Sets of Returns. Since 
the data were collected with two separate mailings and a 
field collection method, the results were compared for 
uniformity. Hopefully there would be no significant 
differences between the various data collection methods. 
These relationships were tested by a comparison of the 
mean scores on the four RLP measures and the interaction 
analysis by respondent groups. (See Table 5.1). Tables 
5.1 and 5.2 delineate these scores and the calculated 
Z-scores for the test of the differences and show which 
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TABLE 5.1 
A COMPARISON OF MEAN RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS AND 
INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES BY DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUE 
IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1973 
Relative Level of Preparedness 
Group Educa¬ tion Experience 
Task 
Knowl- 
edge Composite 
Interaction 
Percentage 
Mailing 
one 
N = 99 
2.97 2.31 2.18 7.46 .0819 
Mailing 
two 
N = 31 
2.94 2.07 1 .61 6.62 .0823 
Field 
Col 1ected 
N = 100 
3.09 2.03 2.04 7.17 .07 34 
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TABLE 5.2 
BETWEEN GROUP DIFFERENCES BY DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUE 
MEANS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY 
MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Relative Level of Preparedness 
Group 
Educa¬ 
tion Experience 
Task 
Know!- 
edge Composite 
I nteraction 
Percentage 
Mailings 
one and 
two 
Z-s core = 
.03 
(.10) 
.24 
(.84) 
.56 
(3.80)* 
.84 
(2.25)* 
.0004 
(.03) 
Mailings 
one and 
Field 
Col 1ected 
Z-score= ( 
-.12 
-.63) 
.27 
(1.06) 
.14 
(.94) 
.29 
(.79) 
.0085 
(.62) 
Mailings 
two and 
Field 
Col 1ected 
Z-score= ( 
-.15 
-.53) 
.03 
(.08) 
-.42 
(1.48) 
-.54 
(.83) 
.0089 
(.39) 
Note: *inclicates that the Z-score indicates that the 
null hypothesis is rejected in these cases. 
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2 
of the scores are significantly different. 
There were two cases of very significant differences 
which should have been anticipated, given the basic 
nature of the theory and the hypotheses. A glance 
at Table 5.1, columns three and four, rows one and two, 
shows a rather pronounced difference in these mean scores. 
Further calculation verifies that in one case the 
level is almost infinitely low. Thus the possibility of 
rejecting a truth is very remote. Specifically, the chances 
of making a mistake by rejecting the hypothesis that 
dQ=0 is less than .002. The critical Z-score in this 
test is 1.96, representing a two tailed test of .05. 
Clearly the other values are well within these limits, 
suggesting that the samples do not differ on the other 
measures significantly. 
This test was carried out to detect potential differences 
as a result of data collection method. However, it is 
possible that it could indicate other mediating variables. 
The two significant differences between the first and 
second mailings (responses) were in the average scores for 
RLP (Task Knowledge) and RLP (Total). The test suggests 
that the respondents with less of an understanding of 
manpower, CAMPS, and local programs were at least somewhat 
reluctant to answer the questionnaire. This conclusion is 
thoroughly consistent with the research and does not 
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affect the integrity of the data in the least. The signifi¬ 
cance of the difference with respect to that measure 
(RLP-Manpower) was very high. This of course affected the 
composite score, by definition, though at a less signifi¬ 
cant 1evel . 
Other Descriptive Comparisons of the Data. Of the 
questionnaires received, not all of the members actually 
attended the meetings. Approximately seventy-two per 
cent (167) of the respondents actually attended the sample 
meetings. 
As previously reported, the membership of the 
committees is categorized into representatives of three 
major groups: (1) Business/Labor/Public, (2) Client/ 
User, and (3) Agency/Sponsor. However, several other 
identifyable subgroups existed, including Chairpersons, 
Manpower secretariat staff, special resource personnel, 
and Unspecified. The "unspecified" group deserves special 
attention here. At the time that the data were collected, 
several of the groups across the state had designated 
membership but had not clearly delineated the sector 
representation of the members. The boards were acting 
under deadline pressure and had also experienced some 
difficulty in securing appropriate membership balances. 
This was a result of identifying and physically trans¬ 
porting client members. Another reason for unknown 
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affiliations occurred when a specified member was unable 
to attend and sent a personal representative whose status 
was that of attending non-member. Finally, certain other 
citizens who had personal interest in the meetings also 
attended. The meetings were public and in several instances 
people would attend and participate on their own initiative. 
Table 5.3 describes the attendance characteristics of the 
various sector representatives. 
Some discussion of the attendance patterns is 
indicated here. The largest percentage of the total data 
consists of the "unspecified" group. Clearly, for the 
purpose of reporting findings to the state Office of 
Manpower Affairs, it would be preferable to be able to 
identify clearly the specific affiliation of each attendee. 
However, for the strict consideration of this research, 
it is only important that the unknown group be so 
designated to avoid the confounding of other comparisons. 
The second largest attending sector was that of the 
Agency/Sponsor representatives, followed by clients and 
the public sector. The attendance bias may be related 
to the personal involvement of the agency representatives. 
Some of the bureaucrats on the AMPB's felt uneasy about 
their agency positions and the actual continuation of the 
programs that employed them. They perhaps felt that the 
decisions of the AMPB had direct impact on them. This 
1 
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TABLE 5.3 
ATTENDANCE BY MEMBERSHIP SECTOR DESIGNATION OF RELATIVE 
LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER 
PLANNING BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Sector 
Number 
Attended 
Per Cent 
Attended 
Per Cent 
of Group 
Number Not 
Attending Totals 
Chair- 
persons *13 ★ 7.9 ★ 13 
Agency- 
Sponsors 34 52.3 20.6 31 65 
Business- 
Labor 17 43.5 10.3 22 39 
Client- 
Users 22 70.9 13.4 9 31 
Secretariat- 
Staff *11 ★ ★ 6.7 ★ ★ 11 
Resource ★ ★★ 1 ★ ★ ★ .0 1 2 
Unspecified 68 98.5 41 .0 1 69 
Total 166 100.0 64 230 
* While only 13 chairpersons are indicated, all but two 
attended. However, three declined to complete RLP 
questionnaires. 
** Only 11 secretariat staff agreed to complete RLP 
questionnaires. 
★★★One designated resource person who attended a meeting 
in that capacity is included in the data. One 
questionnaire was sent to a resource person who did 
not attend, and that data is included also. 
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does not diminish the sincerity or motives of the member¬ 
ship of the other two sectors, but merely highlights a 
first-hand or primary personal interest compared to a 
secondary or perhaps less personally involved interest. 
There is one last observation relative to the 
attendance record of the various sectors. The public 
groups seem to have generated a more active attendance 
and response ' rate than the clients, even though there are 
fewer of them. 
Collecting the Interaction Analysis Data. The 
Office of Manpower Affairs again provided important 
assistance in data collection. Scheduling the actual 
attendance of AMPB meetings began in the last week of 
February. The most fruitful and efficient format for this 
was telephoning the various mayors and chairpeople. 
Essentially it was necessary to compile their schedules 
(in some cases to stimulate them to convene meetings), 
ascertain whether or not the whole board would be in 
attendance, and explain the entire research process 
including the completion of the RLP forms. Further, the 
idea that a sort of log or diary of the meeting would be 
maintained by the researcher was stressed. Often, some 
negotiating with representatives of mayors and chairpersons 
was required. Fortunately, the groundwork had been laid 
by Dr. Firth. Much earlier he had briefed the boards and 
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the secretariats by mail and by personal contact that this 
research was in progress. This personal authorization 
made the work much easier because almost everyone was 
willing and anxious to assist. 
The Meetings. With the scheduling begun and the 
lA instrument ready, the first meeting was attended on 
March 7, 1973. Previous contact had been made with the 
chairman who was friendly and willing to help. However, 
a difficult moment occurred when the members, 18 uniden¬ 
tifiable people,assembled around one large table. They 
arrived simultaneously and the meeting was about to begin. 
However, the necessary preparation still had to be carried 
out. At that point, the representative of the Office of 
Manpower Affairs, who knew of the research, provided 
instrumental assistance. She helped create a seating 
chart and identified each person around the table. 
Beginning with the chair, these names were numbered and 
the names and numbers were listed on the face of the lA 
form. Within moments, the meeting had been called to 
order and the process of recording began. Among other 
documents, the chair distributed an agenda that included 
the researcher as part of the meeting. When the appropriate 
time arrived, the board listened and complied with the 
directions. They were courteous and cooperative. Thus 
with his first experience in an AMPB meeting a success. 
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the researcher's apprehensions disappeared. 
Throughout the field portion, this pattern was followed 
without exception: The chair and the secretariat were 
contacted, the members identified, and the meeting record¬ 
ed. Introductions were never more than two minutes and the 
form-completion was never more than five minutes. 
Occasionally the researcher was questioned concerning 
manpower matters. On one occasion a board refused to 
cooperate because they felt that their situation was too 
sensitive. This meeting and all the others will be 
described briefly and included as Appendix B, where the 
meetings are anonymously identified to facilitate their 
identification here and in other chapters. 
Recording the Interaction. The technique employed 
in collecting the interaction analysis data during the 
meetings was a simple process to use, and easily 
facilitated the requirements of the visits.- Twenty- 
four persons was the largest attendance at any one time 
and the instrument was not at all difficult to handle. 
The relative ease of the recording process is underscored 
by observing that there was usually about two to seven 
utterances per two-minute time-frame. (For a copy of the 
lA form, see Appendix A). Probably the most difficult 
part of the procedure was the maintaining of the 
appropriate mental framework. 
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Once the interaction began, the observer simply 
recorded, with a hash-mark in a square below the partic¬ 
ipant's name or identifying code, each utterance. These 
were considered to. be thoughts expressed to an individual 
or the entire group. When another participant replied or 
otherwise made an utterance,a mark was supplied in the 
same row, but at the new person's individual column. 
The marks continue in the same row until a time period 
of two minutes was consumed. Then the process continued 
but the row was moved one notch down the page. 
One variation occurred when any member would carry 
on a monologue for longer than one two-minute frame. On 
those occasions, which were fairly frequent, an incremental 
frame was begun for that participant for each two-minute 
period begun. This process could go on as long as that 
speaker maintained the floor. If he were interrupted in 
the middle of a time-frame, the interrupter' would share 
his final row in the record. Later, in the calculations, 
adjustments related to the average number of utterances 
per time-frame were made to acknowledge this participant's 
dominating behavior. With sixty rows per page and using 
two-minute time-frames, each page could facilitate a two- 
hour meeting. 
Scoring the Data 
This section deals with the scoring of both the RLP 
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questionnaires and the interaction analysis forms. 
First, the lA forms were totaled down for participa¬ 
tion and summed. Thus, two numbers were available: 
(1) individual totals for members, and (2) totals for 
AMPB's. 
The next step was to determine the number of time- 
frames for a meeting and divide that number into the total 
utterances for the entire meeting. That quotient represents 
the average number of utterances per time-frame, which is 
the adjustment value for monopolized time-frames. 
In utilizing a raw utterance count, it was considered 
crticial to consider not just average comments and dis¬ 
cussion, but to give extra weight to those individuals 
who dominated longer periods of time. 
Thus, the additional value of the time adjustment 
was added to each participant's score each time he or she 
monopolized one full time frame. 
This method of adjustment was chosen over several 
alternatives. First, there could have been no adjustment. 
This would have meant that a member droning on and on 
would be scored one utterance, the same as a very short 
sentence comment would be scored for another participant. 
Another alternative would have been the choice of some 
arbitrary number such as three hash marks for the person 
who speaks for an entire time-frame. Third, a grand mean 
i 
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could have been chosen rather than a group mean. However, 
this would disguise relationships that are important on a 
relative basis both within and between groups. 
After all 18 of the lA forms were summed and tabulated, 
the analysis of the RLP questionnaires was begun. Each 
questionnaire was read into a data file so that eventually 
an operating computer program could go into it and calculate 
RLP scores for individuals and groups. Other calculations 
necessary were means and variances. This data (including 
the lA raw utterances file), 94 characters in length and 
230 rows deep, were stored in disc while the operating 
program was written. 
The objective of the new program was to convert 
these raw RLP and lA data into RLP scores and lA percentages 
for each of the 230 members categorized into groups. 
Measures of centrality were to be calculated for each of 
the groups and each of the scores. These measures, means, 
standard deviations, and variances were to be the basis 
of computing statistics for hypothesis testing. The 
computer program, the raw data, and the refined data 
which include RLP and lA scores have been included in 
Appendix A. Essentially the computer program makes the 
arithematic calculations for each case. 
The entire scheme of data-inputs and output is 
described in Figure 5-1. Beginning with the collection 
of raw questionnaire and lA data which feeds directly 
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into a computer terminal, the process was then continued 
by organizing the raw data into a large but manageable 
data matrix (94 x 230 characters). After initial cal¬ 
culations, a second set of matrices emerged. These were the 
RLP scores and lA percentages in individual and group 
configurations. For some purposes this provides final 
usable data, while for other purposes this data required 
further refinement. 
BMD, the Statistical Programs referred to as the 
Biomedical Statistical Package of the University of 
California, Los Angeles, provides many different programs 
for the analysis of data. The package described as BMD 
07D for Correlation and Transgeneration was used as the 
primary source of analysis for the first set of hypotheses. 
As a test for reliability, the Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences was used to prepare secondary correlation 
matrices. These were compared with and were identical 
to the BMD 07D results. 
The other output of the statistical programs was a 
series of histograms that plot every question and score 
in the entire research against several cuts of the 
membership. Thus, both correlation data and histograms 
are available to look at the membership by groups, by 
sector, and by attendance characteristics. Each one of 
i 
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these breakdowns will be described and discussed for 
each of the variables in each of the hypotheses. 
Summary 
This chapter briefly described the actual process of 
collecting the data and transforming it into useful 
format for analysis. 
Beginning on January 20, 1973, the data segment 
involved mailing questionnaires, visiting AMPB's and 
integrating the resulting RLP information. RLP data were 
collected with two mailings and one field collection 
method. Comparisons of the mean scores between methods 
indicated significant differences on two of the scores. 
Both differences were consistent with the hypothesized 
result that the less wel1-prepared members would be less 
willing to participate. 
By April 25, 1973 all field visits were complete and 
interaction observations recorded. The researchers ability 
to conduct the field study within this time was the 
result of cooperative AMPB members and SMPC staff. 
The RLP and lA instruments have been developed and 
used. Also, the resulting raw data has been scored. 
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coded, and computed with the use of statistical computer 
programs. 
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Footnotes 
^This did not include two AMPBs whose membership 
had not yet been named. 
2 
Briefly, the method calculates the differences 
between sample means (M1-M2) and divides that number by 
the square root of the variances divided by the Ns as 
fol1ows : 
/N^+ /N2 
The Z-score is the familiar demarkation in a stand¬ 
ardized normal table that indicates the point beyond 
which some percentage of the area lies. In this case the 
hypothesis tested was that: 
HQ:m^-m2=dg=0, where 
H-j :m-j -m2 = di /O. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction. This chapter will analyze the data 
in several ways. First, following through the data by 
individual hypothesis, the chapter considers the correla¬ 
tions between the RLP and the lA variables. Second, the 
chapter presents a similar analysis of each of the 
variables as a separate consideration. Third, the 
sectors, as descriptive of specific population segments, 
will be examined separately for each hypothesis and 
variable. Fourth, there will be a brief discussion of the 
interrelationships between the independent variables. 
The final section will present tentative conclusions 
that suggest an additional dimension to be analyzed in 
the following chapter. 
Sector Status. Each of the hypotheses is concerned 
with the entire lumped population of AMPB members. Certain 
patterns have emerged in the analysis relating the sector 
classification of the members to their individual responses. 
This appears to be a result of statistically significant 
differences in Relative Level of Preparedness (RLP) 
scores and Interaction Analysis (lA) scores between the 
membership of the various sectors. Table 6.1 compares 
the mean scores of agency, client, and public members by 
variable, while the significance of the differences is 
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TABLE 6.1 
AVERAGE 
ANALYS 
RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS AND INTERACTION 
S SCORES OF MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER 
PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS BY SECTOR STATUS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Sector 
Relative Level of Preparedness 
Interaction 
Percentage 
Educa¬ 
tion Experience 
Task 
Knowl- 
edge Composite 
Agency 3.40 2.56 2.43 8.40 .07 
Clients 2.37 .71 1.60 4.69 .03 
Public 2.58 2.91 1 .54 6.65 .02 
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TABLE 6.2 
BETWEEN-GROUP DIFFERENCES OF AVERAGE RELATIVE LEVEL OF 
PREPAREDNESS AND INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES OF MASSACHUSETTS 
ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARD MEMBERS BY SECTOR STATUS 
(Z SCORES OF DIFFERENCES), JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Relative Level of Preparedness 
Task 
Educa- Know!- Interaction 
tion Experience edge Composite Percentage 
DifTerences 
between 
Agency and 
Client 
Z Score 
1 .02 
(10.85)* 
1 .85 
(16.81)* 
.83 
(4.74)* 
3.71 
(7.43)* 
.04 
(80.00)* 
Differences 
between 
Agency and 
Public 
Z Score 
.82 
(9.10)* 
3.35 
(-1.07) 
.89 
(10.11)* 
1 .75 
(2.79)* 
.05 
(125.00)* 
Differences 
between 
Client and 
Public 
Z Score 
-.21 
(-1.71) { 
-2.20 
-10.04)* 
.06 
(.30) 
-2.16 
(-3.06)* 
.01 
(33.33)* 
Note: *The Z score so noted indicates that the null 
hypothesis is rejected. 
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shown in Table 6.2. Note that statistically significant 
differences exist in all but three of the fifteen categories. 
Because such significant differences in average scores 
exist between the member sectors, it is imperative that 
each hypothesis be considered separately for each sector 
group as well as in the total picture. 
Hypothesis Testing. As described earlier, there are 
two basic hypotheses at the core of this research. The 
first predicts a direct relationship between participation 
and expert participation. This set of eight operational 
sub-hypotheses consists of two groups. The first suggests 
a direct and significant relationship between an individual's 
interaction at AMPB meetings (lA score) and his or her 
level of expertness (RLP). The second suggests a similar 
relationship between that individual's willingness to 
physically attend the meetings and his or her RLP score. 
The second set of hypotheses is related to the size 
of the group RLP variance which is a reflection of the 
disparity of RLP within the groups. It suggests that there 
exists an inverse relationship between the group's RLP 
variance and the amount of participation elicited from 
the low RLP members of the group. 
These two major hypotheses will be reviewed system¬ 
atically with respect to the data that has been collected, 
scored, tabulated and statistically analyzed. 
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Hypothesi$ 1: There is a positive relationship 
between the RLP and the level of an 
individual's participation 1n AMPB 
meetings. 
Since there are four components in the RLP measure 
(Education, Experience, Manpower Knowledge, and a composite 
score), it follows that there are four operational 
hypotheses necessary to test the question. However, each 
of the original four will also be discussed with respect 
to sector status as described earlier. 
There were high positive and significant relation¬ 
ships between the three component scores and the composite. 
The important correlations are those that describe the 
relationship between the four RLP scores and the lA 
percentage scores. Thus, a large table has been prepared 
(Appendix C-1) that lists the entire set of correlations 
between the four variables and the lA score. These are 
organized by: (1) the lumped group; (2) the constituency 
sectors; and (3) the individual AMPBs (listed by pseudonym). 
In each case, the correlations are listed by the actual 
membership and the attendees only. Also listed on the table 
is the sample size, the degrees of freedom chosen in the 
table of critical values, and the critical values for a 
significance level of .01 and .05. Each observed value 
will be identified if it satisfies either of the critical 
values listed. 
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Hypothesis 1.1 There is a statisticallysignificant 
correlation between RLP (Tducationl" 
and participation in AMPBs. 
In general, RLP (Education) proved to be related to the 
percentage of interaction. As shown in Table 6.3, when 
the entire population of AMPB members was considered, 
education factors proved to be positively correlated with 
participation at a significant level. However, there was 
no discrimination between membership groups on any dimension 
in this test. 
Thus, this evidence is just the beginning clue to the 
data. While the correlation is about the same for the whole 
group as it is for the attenders only, it is not obvious 
where the strength of the relationship lies. The relation¬ 
ship is direct and unambiguous: the higher the RLP 
Education score, the higher the percentage of interaction. 
This should occur relatively frequently when examining 
representative sub-units of the population. Yet, when 
looking at individual AMPB's, this is not the case. As 
such, the relationship cannot be characterized as linear 
in this sense and does not predict behavior of generalized 
groups. In fact, it can be generally said from the data 
that the hypothesis is not supported in the individual 
AMPB's. Direct observation of the correlations by group, 
as shown in Table 6.4, indicates that there is a significant 
correlation in only two AMPBs: Lateburg and Princetown. 
TABLE 6.3 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EDUCATION 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN ALL MASSACHUSETTS 
ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Correlations Correlations 
of all Relative of Attenders 
Level of Relative 
Preparedness Level of 
(Education) Preparedness 
Scores to (Education) 
Interaction Scores to 
Analysis Interaction Critical 
Percentage Analysis Value 
N Pe rcentage DF .05/.01 
230. .19** - 200 .13/.18 
167 - . 23** 150 .15/.20 
**Signifleant at the .01 level. 
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TABLE 6.4 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EDUCATION 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN INDIVIDUAL GROUPS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Town N 
Correla- 
t i 0ns of 
All Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Education) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Scores 
Correla¬ 
tions of 
Attende rs 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
(Education) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Scores DF 
Critical 
Va 1 ue 
.05/.01 
Hesitation City 17 -.08 15 .48/.60 
7 .11 5 .75/.87 
Dogmavi11e 22 .13 20 .42/.53 
14 .32 12 .53/.66 
Smoothpo1 21 .06 19 .43/.54 
11 .37 9 .60/.73 
Lateburg 9 .67* 7 .66/.79 
7 .58 5 .75/.87 
Battle Royal 14 .18 12 .53/.66 
12 .34 10 .57/.70 
Pleasant City 1 3 .38 • 11 .55/.68 
10 .46 8 .63/.76 
Prinee town 13 .70** 11 .55/.68 
12 .67 10 .57/.70 
Mediocreport 10 -.09 8 .63/.76 
8 .10 6 .70/.83 
Confusion 14 .25 12 . 53/.66 
Center 9, .33 7 .66/.79 
I ndifTerence 6 .41 4 .81/.91 
5 .21 3 .87/.95 
01dton 11 .23 9 .60/.73 
9 .03 7 .66/.79 
Scenic City 10 .50 8 .63/.76 
8 .54 6 .70/.83 
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TABLE 6.4-Continuecl 
Town N 
Correla¬ 
tions of 
All Re 1 ative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Education) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Scores 
Correla- 
t i 0ns of 
•Attenders 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
(Education) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Scores OF 
Critical 
Value 
.05/.01 
Rock Harbor 10 .30 
- 
8 .63/.76 
7 .28 5 .75/.87 
Adams 17 .14 15 .48/.60 
10 -.23 8 .63/.76 
Regional 15 -.24 13 .51/.64 
12 -.23 10 .57/.70 
Wedgewood 11 .34 9 .60/.73 
8 .34 6 .70/.83 
Latebloomington 10 -.11 8 .63/.76 
10 .11 8 .63/.76 
Surrepticious 7 .70 5 .75/.87 
Ci ty 7 .70 5 .75/.87 
* S i g n i f i c a n t at the .05 level. 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
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Upon categorization by sector rather than by group, 
a clarified pattern emerges from the data. Table 6.5 
shows that agency representatives, as a group, behave 
such that RLP Education scores are highly correlated with 
lA scores. What does this mean? As a pattern, this 
phenomenon suggests that these individuals generally relate 
to education as a cue or role signal which provides 
status, or at least the rank and the right to communicate 
thoughts and opinions. As one of many ranking methods, 
this behavior is to be expected. However, as the various 
hypotheses are examined, it becomes apparent that this is 
the only one of the RLP measures that is significantly 
correlated for agency people. This is extremely interest¬ 
ing, and a separate analysis of each sector will follow 
the hypothesis section where such questions will be pursued 
further. 
Hypothesis 1.2 There is a statisticallysignificant 
correlation between RLP (Experientia 1) 
and participation in AMPBs. 
In contrast to the RLP education measure, the first exam 
% 
ination of the correlations between RLPexperience and lA 
percentage does not show support for the hypothesis. 
Taken as a whole there is a low negative correlation 
between the experiential RLP measure and the lA score and 
a low positive correlation between the two when attenders 
only are considered. Table 6.6 delineates these correlations 
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TABLE 6.5 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EDUCAT I ON 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES BY SECTOR STATUS IN 
MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Sector N 
Correlations 
of All 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Education) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Correla¬ 
tions of 
Attenders 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
(Education) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Critical 
Value 
DF .05/.01 
Clients 30 .35 - 28 .36/.46 
22 .39 20 .42/.53 
Agency 65 .23 60 .25/.32 
34 .48* ** 30 .34/.44 
■ Public 39 
o
 
o
 • 35 .32/.41 
17 -.04 15 .48/.60 
Cha i r 13 .28 11 .55/.68 
13 .28 11 .55/.68 
Secretariat 11 .06 9 .60/.73 
11 .06 9 .60/.73 
Unknown 70 .18 70 .23/.30 
70 .17 70 .23/.30 
^Significant at the .05 level. 
** Significant at the .01 level. 
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TABLE 6.6 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EXPERIENCE 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN ALL MASSACHUSETTS 
ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Correlations of 
All Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Experience ) 
Scores to Inter¬ 
action Analysis 
N 
Correlations 
of Attenders 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Experience) 
Scores to Critical 
Interaction Value 
Analysis DF .05/.01 
230 -.01 200 .13/.18 
167 .04 150 .15/.20 
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Moreover, categorizing the results into specific 
local AMPBs does not improve the results. The correlations 
listed in Table 6.7 illustrate the general lack of statistical 
significance provided by this breakdown. Only two groups, 
Pleasant City and Mediocreport, show statistically significant 
relationships between the experiential measure and the lA 
score. The remaining groups provide mixed, primarily 
positive, but insignificant responses. 
Further refinement of the data indicates a very 
significant positive relationship between the RLP-Experience 
scores and lA scores of client representatives. Table 6.8 
delineates these correlations which quite clearly focus 
on the one sector group alone. None of the other sector 
groups, including those persons with unidentifiable 
loyalties, responded in any significant way to this 
hypothesis. 
It is difficult to comment about the origin of this 
behavior pattern without observing the very low average 
score on the RLP Experience variable for clients. By 
comparison to the other groups, this is the most signifi¬ 
cant difference, and as such it is perhaps the most 
volatile. Another possibility is that the kind of job 
experience that clients achieve is more relevant to manpower 
planning committees than that of other sector representatives. 
Nevertheless, their response to the variable was dramatic, 
while agency representatives and public sector represent- 
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TABLE 6.7 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EXPERIENCE 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN INDIVIDUAL GROUPS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Town N 
Correla- 
tions of 
All 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness (Ex- 
peri ence) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Correla- 
ti0ns of 
Attende rs 
Relative 
Level of 
P repa red¬ 
ness (Ex¬ 
perience) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis DF 
Critical 
Va 1 ue 
.05/.01 
Hesitation City 17 .22 15 .48/.60 
7 .62 5 .75/.87 
Dogmavi11 e 22 .20 20 .42/.53 
14 -.20 12 .53/.66 
Smoothpo1 21 .15 19 .43/.54 
11 .15 9 .60/.73 
Lateburg 9 .56 7 .66/.79 
7 .45 5 .75/.87 
Battle Royal 14 .00 12 .53/.66 
12 .02 10 .57/.70 
Pleasant City 1 3 .71** 11 .55/.68 
10 .82** 8 .63/.76 
Prinee town 13 -.28 11 .55/.68 
12 -.21 10 .57/.70 
Mediocreport 10 .66* 8 .63/.76 
8 .84** 6 .70/.83 
Confusion 14 .02 12 .53/.66 
Center 9 ' .42 7 .66/.79 
Indiffe rence 6 -.28 4 .81/.91 
5 .61 3 .87/.95 
01dton 11 .05 9 .60/.73 
9 .10 7 .66/.79 
Scenic City 10 .01 8 .63/.76 
8 -.07 6 .70/.83 
Rock Harbor 10 .44 8 .63/.76 
7 .26 5 .75/.87 
Adams 17 .13 15 .48/.60 
10 .39 8 .63/.76 
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TABLE 6.7-Continued 
Correla- Corre1 a- 
• ti0ns of t i 0ns of 
All Attendees • 
Relative Relative 
Level of Level of 
Prepared- Prepared- 
ness (Ex- ness (Ex- 
p e r i e n c e) p e r i e n c e ) 
Scores to Scores to Critical 
Interaction Interaction Value 
Town N Analysis Analysi s OF .05/.01 
Regional 1 5 -.15 • 13 .51/.64 
12 -.20 10 .57/.70 
Wedgewood 1 1 -.27 9 .60/.73 
8 -.29 6 .70/.83 
Latebloomington 10 -.07 8 .63/.76 
10 -.07 8 .63/.76 
Surrepticious 7 .68 5 .75/.87 
City 7 
, 
.68 5 .75/.87 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
* * Significant at the .01 level. 
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TABLE 6.8 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE -LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EXPERIENCE 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES BY SECTOR STATUS IN 
MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Sector N 
Correlations Correlations 
of All Relative of Attenders 
Level of Relative 
Preparedness Level of 
(Experience) Preparedness 
Scores to (Experience) 
Interaction Scores to 
Analysis Interaction 
Analysis DF 
Critical 
Va 1 ue 
.05/.01 
Clients 30 .57** - 28 .36/.46 
22 .69** 20 .42/.53 
Agency 65 -.07 60 .25/.32 
34 -.01 30 .34/.44 
P u b 1 i c 39 -.05 35 .32/.41 
17 .04 15 .48/.60 
Chair 13 -.10 11 .55/.68 
13 -.10 11 .53/.68 
Secretariat 11 .38 9 .60/.73 
11 .38 9 .60/.73 
Unknown 70 .00 70 .23/.30 
68 .00 70 .23/.30 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
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atives did not respond at all. 
« 
Hypothesis 1.3 There is a statisticallysignificant 
correlation between RIP (Manpower) 
and participation in AMPBs. 
This component of the RLP measure, which will also be 
. identified with the more general name RLP Task Knowledge, 
had the highest level of significance of the entire group. 
Once again, the meaning of the correlation was somewhat 
unclear. When considering the entire lumped group of 
members, either at large or by attenders only, the measure 
was significant at a level exceeding .01 (See Table 6.9). 
Yet, when considering individual AMPBs, as shown in Table 
6.10, only two (Rock Harbor and Wedgewood) exhibited 
patterns that were compatible with the correlations. That 
is, the correlations were not significant in sixteen of 
the eighteen AMPBs. 
An analysis by sector revealed no additional informa¬ 
tion. None of the sectors in the correlation matrix 
showed significant scores. This category is shown in 
Table 6.11. 
Thus, the variable concerned with specific knowledge 
of the kind of programs being discussed is perplexing. 
Enormous importance can be associated with the variable 
due to its high overall significance. Until further 
dimensions are uncovered to clarify the basis of the 
relationship, little can be said about it. One would 
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TABLE 6.9 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-MANPOWER 
KNOWLEDGE SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN ALL 
MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Correlation of Correlation of 
All Relative Attenders Relative 
Level of Pre- Level of Prepared- 
paredness (Task ness (Task Knowl- 
Knowledge) Scores edge) Scores to Critical 
to Interaction Interaction Value 
N Analysis Analysis DF .05/.01 
230 .26** 200 .13/.18 
167 - .25** 150 .15/.20 
**Signifleant at the .01 level. 
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TABLE 6.10 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-MANPOWER 
KNOWLEDGE SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN INDIVIDUAL 
GROUPS IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Town N 
Correia- Correla¬ 
tions of tions of 
All Attende rs 
Relative Relative 
Level of Level of 
Prepared- Prepared¬ 
ness (Task ness (Task 
Knowledge) Knowledge) 
Scores to Scores to 
Interaction Interaction 
Analysis Analysis DF 
Critical 
Va 1 ue 
.05/.01 
Hesitation City 17 .00 15 .48/.60 
7 .34 5 .75/.87 
Dogmavi11e 22 .31 20 .42/.53 
14 .31 12 .53/.66 
Smoothpol 21 .30 19 .43/.54 
11 .37 9 .60/.73 
Lateburg 9 . .46 7 .66/.79 
7 .17 5 .75/.87 
Battle Royal 14 .25 12 .53/.66 
12 .27 10 .57/.70 
Pleasant City 13 .38 11 .55/.68 
10 .38 8 .63/.76 
Prinee town 13 .14 1 1 .55/.68 
12 .16 10 .57/.70 
Mediocreport 10 .31 8 .63/.76 
8 .41 6 .70/.83 
Confusion 14 .29 12 .53/.66 
Center 9 .65 7 .66/.79 
Indifference 6 . 52 4 .81/.91 
5 .37 3 .87/.95 
01dton 11 .39 9 .60/.73 
9 .29 7 .66/.79 
Scenic City 10 .52 8 .63/.76 
8 .41 6 .70/.83 
Rock Harbor 10 .77** 8 .63/.76 
7 .71 5 .75/.87 
Adams 17 -.11 15 .48/.60 
10 -.06 8 .63/.76 
no 
TABLE 6 ..1 0-Con t i nued' 
Correla- Correla- 
tions of tions of 
A11 Attende rs 
Relative Relative 
Level of Level of 
Prepared- Prepared- 
ness (Task ness (Task 
Knowledge) Knowledge) 
Scores to Scores to Critical 
Interaction Interaction Value 
Town N Analysis Analysis DF .05/.01 
Regional 15 .17 13 .51/.64 
12 .20 10 .57/.70 
Wedgewood 11 .60^ 9 .60/.73 
8 .63 6 .70/.83 
La te blooming ton 10 .33 8 .63/. 76 
10 .33 8 .63/.76 
Surrepticious 7 - .01 5 .75/.87 
Ci ty 7 -.01 5 .75/.87 
♦Significant at the .05 level. 
♦♦Significant at the .01 level. 
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expect lat this kind of expertise would provide both the 
ability and the desire to participate. Clearly the role 
of discussant will be enhanced by the relative certainty 
and authority with which the knowledgeable participant 
can speak. But, further, it is most probable that this 
knowledge was achieved through an intimate relationship 
with manpower programs that would result in an advocacy 
or entrepreneurial role in the committees. Why this does 
not show up in the data cannot yet be explained without 
the introduction of further analysis. 
Hypothesis 1.4 There is a statistica11y significant 
correlation between RLP(Composite) 
and participation in AMPBs. 
This measure, made up of equal parts of each of the three 
previously mentioned RLP measures, also proved to be 
significantly correlated to lA percentage scores. For 
the lumped total membership, the correlation was again in 
excess of the .01 level (See Table 6.12). 
In considering the individual groups, only three of 
them behaved consistently with the hypothesis. They were 
(1) Lateburg, (2) Pleasant City and (3) Mediocreport (See 
Table 6.13). 
This hypothesis, and the relationship between its 
two variables, is also perplexing without further analysis. 
As shown in Table 6.14, the client representatives only 
responded in a significant way to the hypothesis. Note 
ni 
TABLE 6.11 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-MANPOWER 
KNOWLEDGE SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES BY SECTOR 
STATUS IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Sector N 
Correlations 
of all Relative 
Level of Pre¬ 
paredness (Task 
Knowledge) Scores 
to Interaction 
Analysis 
Correla- 
t i 0ns of 
Attendees 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness (Task 
Knowledge) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis DF 
Critical 
Value 
.05/.01 
Clients 30 .09 - 28 .36/.46 
22 - .05 20 .42/.53 
Agency 65 .12 60 .25/.32 
34 .ir 30 .34/.44 
Public 39 .12 35 .32/.41 
17 .10 15 .48/.60 
Chair 13 .28 11 .55/.68 
13 .28 11 .55/.68 
Sec reta ria t 11 .31 9 .60/.73 
11 .31 9 .60/.73 
Unknown 70 .06 70 .23/.30 
68 .05 70 .23/.30 
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TABLE 6.12 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-TOTAL 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN ALL MASSACHUSETTS 
ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Correlations of 
All Relative Level 
of Preparedness 
(Total) Scores to 
Interaction Analysis 
N 
Correlations 
of Attenders 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Total) 
Scores to Critical 
Interaction Va 1 ue 
Analysis DF .05/.01 
230 .18** - 200 .13/.18 
167 - .24** 150 .15/.20 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
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TABLE 6.13 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-TOTAL 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES IN INDIVIDUAL 
GROUPS IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING 
BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Town N 
Correla- 
ti 0ns of 
All 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness (Total) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis 
Correla- 
tions of 
Attende rs 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
(Total ) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis DF 
Critical 
Value 
.05/.01 
Hesitation City 17 .11 15 .48/.60 
7 .68 5 .75/.87 
Dogmavi11e 22 .01 20 .42/.53 
14 .10 12 .53/.66 
Smoothpol 21 .05 19 .43/.54 
11 .54 9 .60/.73 
Lateburg 9 .74* 7 .66/.79 
7 .83* 5 .75/.87 
Battle Royal 14 .19 12 .53/.66 
12 .29 10 .57/.70 
Pleasant City 13 .69** • 11 .55/.68 
10 .73* 8 .63/.76 
Prinee town 13 .22 11 .55/.68 
12 .29 10 .57/.70 
Medioc repo rt 10 .58 8 .63/.76 
8 .81* 6 .70/.83 
Confusion 14 .24 12 .53/.66 
Center 9 .58 7 .66/.79 
Indiffe rence 6 -.05 4 .81/.91 
5 .63 3 .87/.95 
01dton 11 .41 9 .60/.73 
9 .28 7 .66/.79 
Scenic City 10 .46 8 .63/.76 
8 .34 6 .70/.83 
Rock Harbor 10 .56 8 .63/.76 
7 .46 5 .75/.87 
Adams 17 .01 15 .48/.60 
10 .17 8 .63/.76 
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TABLE 6.13-Continued 
Correla- Correla- 
ti0ns of tions of 
All Attenders 
Relative Relative 
Level of Level of 
Prepa red¬ Prepared¬ 
ness (Total) ness 
Scores to (Total ) 
Interaction Scores to Critical 
Analysis Interaction Value 
Town N Analysis OF .05/.01 
Regional 15 -.15 13 .51/.64 
12 -.19 10 .57/.70 
Wedgewood 11 .08 9 .60/.73 
8 .06 6 .70/.83 
La teb1ooming ton 10 .14 8 .63/.76 
10 .14 8 .63/.76 
Surrepticious 7 .63 5 .75/.87 
City 7 .63 5 .75/.87 
♦Significant at the .05 level. 
♦♦Significant at the .01 level. 
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TABLE 6.14 
CORRELATIONS OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-TOTAL 
SCORES TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS SCORES BY SECTOR STATUS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Sector N 
Correlations 
of All 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Total) Scores 
to Interaction 
Analysis 
Correla¬ 
tions of 
Attende rs 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
(Total ) 
Scores to 
Interaction 
Analysis DF 
Critical 
Value 
.05/.01 
Clients 30 .43* - 28 .36/.46 
22 .55** 20 .42/.53 
Agency 65 .08 60 .25/.32 
34 .26 30 .34/.44 
Public 39 .00 35 .32/.41 
17 .07 15 .48/.60 
Chair 13 .18 11 .55/.68 
13 .18 11 .53/.68 
Secretariat 1 1 .50 9 .60/.73 
11 .50 9 .60/.73 
Unknown 70 .10 70 .23/.30 
68 .08 70 .23/.30 
*Signifleant at the .05 level. 
**Siqnificant at the .01 level. 
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the very high positive correlations of the clients as they 
compare to the other sector groups. 
There is an extreme contrast between the response 
of the client and .the public members with less difference 
shown by the agency members. Once again, it is apparent 
that further analysis would possibly reveal more important 
relationships. However, the admixture of the three 
component variables into a composite seems to have the 
effect of diminishing the impact, when comparing sector 
groups, of the relationship between the independent and 
the dependent variables. 
In each of the hypotheses mentioned so far, a 
differentiation has been made between the total membership 
and the attenders - only in each of the various data 
categories analyzed. The following four hypotheses 
differentiate that point. They suggest a relationship, 
based on prior interaction, between RLP scores and actual 
attendance. 
Hypothesis 1.5 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RLP (Education 7 
and non-attendance at the AMPB 
meetings. 
This hypothesis suggests that higher education RLP 
scores will more frequently accompany actual attendance 
than lower education RLP scores. 
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Attendance was described in the data as a dummy 
variable with a zero value, and non-attendance was a 
dummy variable with a value of one. Thus the anticipated 
result is a high negative correlation. 
However, the data did not support this hypothesis, 
although the correlation was in the predicted direction. 
There was a low, insignificant, negative correlation 
between the two measures (See Table 6.15). 
Hypothesis 1.6 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RLP (Experienti_aj[) 
and non-attendance at the AMPB meetings. 
Once again, looking for a high negative correlation, 
the data is not supportive. However, in this case there 
is an almost significant oositive correlation, suggesting 
that the high RLP experience people were staying away 
from the meetings (See Table 6.16). Recalling that this 
was the troublesome measure (Experiential RLP) that was 
.confounded, its component parts were examined in detail 
for clues. It was discovered that there were positive 
significant correlations (as opposed to the expected 
direction) between non-attendance and (1) years of committee 
action, (2) years of committee chairing, (3) years of 
planning activity, (4) years of budgeting activity, and 
(5) years of evaluating activity. The significant 
correlations in the five activity areas were limited 
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TABLE 6.15 
CORRELATIONS OF ATTENDANCE TO RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS- 
EDUCATION SCORES IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING 
BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Correlation of 
Attendance to 
Relative Level of Critical 
Preparedness- Value 
N Education Scores DF .05/.01 
167 -.04NS 150 .13/.18 
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TABLE 6.16 
(Correlations of attendance to relative level of preparedness 
EXPERIENCE SCORES IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER 
PLANNING BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Correlation of 
Attendance to 
Relative Level of Critical 
Preparedness- Value 
N Experience Scores DF .05/.01 
167 .13 150 . 13/.18 
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primarily to business and social activities and not in 
public activities. 
Further analysis indicates that the public members 
had the highest level of years of experience in each of 
these ten (five activities in two areas) questions. In 
many of the cases, their scores were double the others. 
As a point of fact, this situation is as disadvan¬ 
tageous, if not more so, to the organization than the 
result that was anticipated in the hypothesis. A possible 
reason for this behavior is that the experienced people 
are sophisticated and callous toward additional committee 
assignments and choose not to attend, or they are simply 
too busy. 
Hypothesis 1 .7 There is a statistically siqnificant 
correlation between~ RLP (Manpower) 
and non-attendance at the AMPB 
meetings. 
This measure of specific task knowledge, related here 
to manpower planning and the understanding of CAMPS and 
local conditions, was tested against the attendance 
variable. As contrasted to the previous two hypotheses, 
this one was supported (See Table 6.17). That is, given 
the design of the test, there was a statistically 
significant relationship between the RLP-Task Knowledge 
variable and attendance at the meetings. People who knew 
and understood the meaning of CAMPS and could best describe 
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TABLE 6.17 
CORRELATIONS OF ATTENDANCE TO RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS- 
MANPOWER SCORES IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING 
BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Correlation of 
Attendance to 
Relative Level of Critical 
Preparedness- Value 
N Manpower Scores DF ,05/.01 
167 
15 150 .13/.18 
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the local conditions with respect to manpower programs, 
v/ere more frequent attenders than their less knowledgeable 
confreres. This is not unusual or surprising. As a 
statement, it suggests that people who are asked to 
participate in an activity that they do not understand 
conceptually are less likely to get involved than those 
who do understand. Furthermore, the inverse could also 
be true. Attending members come to know more about the 
programs. 
Hypothesis 1.8 There is a statistically significant 
correlation between RIP (Composite) 
and non-attendance at AMPB meetings. 
This hypothesis was not supported by the data, but 
that is expected at this point. As shown in Table 6.18, 
the composite RLP score consisted of equal parts of three 
components. The first (education) simply was not relevant. 
The second (experience) was significant in the direction 
opposite the prediction. The third (task knowledge) was 
highly significant in the predicted direction. Clearly, 
the data was neutralized by off-setting predispositions 
of the various membership groups. The lack of significance 
in this hypothesis is inconclusive and trivial, as the 
questions of magnitude have been answered in the previous 
three component hypotheses. 
One general hypothesis has been analyzed in eight 
different parts and a discussion will follow after the 
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TABLE 6.18 
CORRELATION OF ATTENDANCE TO RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS- 
TOTAL SCORES IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING 
BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1 973. 
Correlation of 
Attendance to 
Relative Level of 
Preparedness-Total 
N Scores 
Critical 
Value 
DF .051.01 
167 .01 150 .13/.18 
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second set of hypotheses is analyzed. However, as an 
interim comment, it is safe to say that as a measure, RLP 
has been an important determinant of participation. 
Hypothesis 2There is an inverse relationship 
between participation by low expert 
AMPB members and the group RLP 
variance. 
Before describing the results of this hypothesis, it 
is important to review what was tested and how the test 
was conducted. In other words, what do the results mean? 
The thrust of this hypothesis is the comparison of groups 
in which the RLP scores are very diverse with groups 
in which the RLP scores are very similar. The purpose 
of the comparison is to observe the behavior of the lowest 
scoring segment of the membership of the diverse groups 
with the behavior of the same segment in the less diverse 
groups . 
The measure of dispersion that was used in this test 
is the group variance. Low expertness was determined by 
choosing the bottom half of the ranking of members for 
each RLP measure. The lA score of the low expert members 
was then tallied to calculate the actual percentage 
contribution that this segment of the group had made to 
the total interaction. This method was followed for all 
eighteen groups. The resulting oercentage contributions 
were then ranked between groups. Upon completion there 
I 
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V 
existed four group rankings. That is, one each depicting 
the percentage contributions to total interaction for the 
f bottom half scorers on each of four RLP measures. 
i 
4 
[ Also calculated were the group variances for each of 
the four RLP measures. The variance is one relatively 
standardized measure of dispersion within groups. The 
variances were then ranked for each of the RLP measures. 
Consequently, there existed four pair of rankings; 
two each for the four RLP scores. To test the hypotheses, 
it was then possible to calculate Spearman's Rank Order 
Correlations on the four pair. The test was designed to 
observe whether or not there existed a negative correlation 
between any or all of the rank correlations. Such an 
, outcome would support the hypothesis that big variance 
I 
groups restricted the interactions of low expert members, 
thus a refutation of the following null hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 2.1 There is no significant difference 
between participation rates of low 
RLP (Education) members in high and 
low vari ance~~( RLP ) AMPBs. 
This hypothesis was not absolutely disproven by the data 
(See Table 6.19), although it was significant at the .07 
level rather than the .05 level. The observed value of 
Spearman's rho was -.4613 while the critical value was 
.476. 
The thrust of this statement is to say that at the 
I 
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TABLE 6.19 
SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATION OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF 
PREPAREDNESS-EDUCATION AND THE PERCENTAGE OF INTERACTION 
BY THE LOW SCORING RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EDUCATION 
GROUP MEMBERS IN THE MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER 
PLANNING BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Rank in Relative Rank in % of 
Level of Interaction 
P re pa re dnes s by Low-Members 
(Education) Relative Level 
Variance of Preparedness* p 
Group (Education) D D^ 
Hesitation City 3 1 2 4 
Dogmavi11e 13 11 -2 4 
Smoothpol 16 6 10 100 
La te bu rg 2 13 -11 121 
Battle Royal 14 8 6 36 
Pleasant City 6 14 -8 64 
Prinee town 1 18 -17 289 
Mediocreport 7 4 3 9 
Confusion Center 15 9 6 36 
Indifference 9 12 -3 9 
01 dton 11 17 -6 36 
Scenic City 10 7 3 9 
Rock Harbor 4 16 -12 144 
Adams 17 5 12 144 
Regional ’ 12 3 9 81 
Wedgewood 5 10 -5 25 
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TABLE 6.19-Continued 
Group 
Rank in Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Education) 
Variance 
Rank in % of 
Interaction 
by Low-Members 
Relative Level 
of Preparedness 
(Education) D D 
Latebloomington 18 
Surrepticious City 8 
2 16 256 
15 -7 49 
0^ = 14 
r^=-.46 
r^(critical)=.47 
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.07 level of confidence, there is a difference, of the 
predicted direction, in the interaction percentages of the 
low skill members between the high and low variance groups. 
Thus, in the high variance AMPBs, the presence of the much 
more educated members served to intimidate the low skill’ 
members. This was at least more true in the high variance 
groups than in the low variance groups. 
Hypothesis 2.2 There is no significant difference 
between participation rates of low 
RLP (ExperientialT"members in high 
and low variance (RLPT AMPBs. 
This hypothesis is couched in the same language and 
framework as the previous hypothesis. But this case proved 
to be significant--in the opposite direction of the 
prediction. As seen in Table 6.20, the rankings were 
significantly correlated. That is, the higher the variance, 
or greater the RLP Experiential scores dispersion within 
the groups, the higher the interaction contribution of the 
low half of the scorers. 
There are two possible interpretations of this outcome. 
First is the previously identified problem of confounding 
in the RLP experience variable itself. Recalling that it 
was difficult to make inferences without going somewhat 
deeper into the variable, it is equally likely that this 
test, using the same scores as a basis, is also confounded. 
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TABLE 6.20 
SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATION OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF 
PREPAREDNESS-EXPERIENCE AND THE PERCENTAGE OF INTERACTION 
BY THE LOW SCORING RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-EXPERIENCE 
GROUP MEMBER IN THE MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING 
BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Group 
Rank in Relative 
Level of Preparedness 
(Experience) Variance 
Rank in 
% of 
I nteraction 
by Low-Members 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness ^ 
(Experience) D D"^ 
Hesitation City 6 12 -6 36 
Dogmavi11e 4 1 3 2 
Smoothpol 9 3 6 36 
Lateburg 15 17 -2 4 
Battle Royal 10 9 1 1 
Pleasant City 16 15 1 1 
Prinee town 5 7 2 4 
Mediocreport 8 13 -5 25 
Confusion Center 13 5 8 64 
Indifference 1 • 8 -7 49 
01dton 17 10 7 49 
Scenic City 11 11 0 0 
Rock Harbor 12 16 4 16 
Adams 7 18 -1 121 
Regiona1 2 4 -2 4 
Wedgewood 3 2 1 1 
1 
TABLE 6.20-Continued 
Rank in Relative Rank in 
Level of Prepared- % of 
ness (Experience) Interaction 
Variance by Low- 
Members 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 2 
Group (Experience) D 
Latebloomington 14 6 8 64 
Surrepticious City 18 14 4 16 
D^=587 
r3=.49 
(c ritica1) = .47 
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On the other hand, the result of this test is 
• # 
$ 
unambiguous. It is highly significant, showing a positive 
correlation between the two ranks. The variable, while 
confounded for the earlier hypothesis, may well be useful 
here, demonstrating a capacity in the high RLP experience 
scorers to make the low scorers feel more at ease and less 
threatened. 
As it is not possible to analyze the variable in more 
depth for this test, it is difficult to be firmly committed 
to one or the other of the alternatives. But, in light 
of the straight-forward results of the test, the conclusion 
of the researcher is an inclination toward the second 
alternative. The first case would most likely have been 
accompanied with a non-definitive test of significance. 
Hypothesis 2.3 There is no significant difference 
between participation rates of_ 1 ow 
RLP (Manpowery members in high and 
low variance (RLP) AMPBs. 
This hypothesis was not supported in any way. The 
result, as shown in Table 6.21, was totally insignificant. 
In light of the results of the previous two hypotheses, 
it is not clear why there is no relationship. The only 
suggestion of a reason is that the range of interactions 
by the bottom half members in relationship to this variable 
was far less than the previous cases. For instance, the 
range of lA percentages in the RLP education low scorers 
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TABLE 6.21 
SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATION OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF 
PREPAREDNESS-MANPOWER KNOWLEDGE AND THE PERCENTAGE OF 
INTERACTION BY THE LOW SCORING RELATIVE LEVEL OF 
PREPAREDNESS-MANPOWER KNOWLEDGE GROUP MEMBER IN 
THE MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING 
BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Rank in Relative 
Level of Prepared¬ 
ness {Task 
Knowledge) Variance 
Rank in 
% of 
Interaction 
by Low- 
Members 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Task 
Group knowledge) D D^ 
Hesitation 
Ci ty 9 3 6 36 
Dogmavi11e 6 17 -11 121 
Smoothpol 10 13 -3 9 
La teburg 7 10 -3 9 
Battle Royal 8 9 -1 1 
PIeasant 
Ci ty 13 18 -5 25 
Prinee town 18 6 12 144 
Mediocreport 1 1 0 0 
Confusion 
Center 16 16 0 0 
Indifference 1 7 11 6 36 
01dton 5 14 -9 81 
Scenic City 11 12 -1 1 
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TABLE 6.21-Continued 
Group 
Rank in Relative 
Level of Prepared¬ 
ness (Task 
Knowledge) Variance 
Rank in 
% of 
Interaction 
by Low- 
Members 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Task 
Knowledge) D D 
Rock Harbor 4 15 -11 121 
Adams 12 2 10 100 
Regional 14 7 7 49 
Wedgewood 3 5 -2 4 
Latebloomington 2 8 -6 36 
Surrepticious 
Ci ty 15 4 11 121 
• = 894 
0774 
r 
s 
(critical) = .47 
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went from 70.9% down to 8.8% for a range of 62.1%. In 
the case of the RLP experiential low scorers, their range 
was from 83.2% down to 0.00%, an 83.2% spread. By comparison, 
the interaction percentage range in the case of the low 
scorers on the RLP manpower score went from 43.8% down to 
.8%, a range of 43%. This comparison would tend to 
explain the general obliteration of meaningful results. 
Hypothesis 2.4 There is no significant difference 
between parti ci patio n rat 1 ow 
RLP (Composite) memrs in high and 
low variance (RLP) AMPBs. 
The result of this test was in the predicted direction 
{See Table 6.22), but quite insignificant. It is fair to 
say that this composite score was also neutralized by 
off-setting results in the RLP education and the RLP 
experience correlations. That is not to suggest that there 
was a meaningful result, but rather to place the lack of 
meaning into perspective. 
Discussion and Observations 
Up to this point the examination of the results has 
focused on a series of hypotheses. However, interwoven 
throughout the analysis has been the importance of several 
RLP and lA measures. The dependent and independent variables 
have been considered as well as sector representation. As 
a dual variable, it has been observed that for manpower 
i 
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TABLE 6.22 
SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATION OF RELATIVE LEVEL OF 
PREPAREDNESS-TOTAL AND THE PERCENTAGE OF INTERACTION 
BY THE LOW SCORING RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS-TOTAL 
GROUP MEMBER IN THE MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER 
PLANNING BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Rank in Relative 
Level of Prepared¬ 
ness (Total ) 
Variance 
Rank in % 
of 
Interaction 
by Low- 
Members 
Relative 
Level of 
Group 
Preparedness 
(Total ) D D^ 
Hesitation 
City 2 10 -8 64 
Dogma vi11e 9 13 -4 6 
Smoothpol 11 2 9 81 
Lateburg 7 16 -9 81 
Battle Royal 13 7 6 36 
Pleasant 
Ci ty 12 18 6 36 
Prinee town 17 8 9 81 
Mediocreport 8 9 -1 1 
Confusion 
Center 16 5 11 121 
Indifference 4 11 -7 49 
01dton 10 17 -7 49 
Scenic City 14 6 8 64 
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TABLE 6.22-Continued 
Rank in Relative 
Level of Prepared¬ 
ness (Total) 
Variance 
Group 
Rank in % 
of Inter¬ 
action by 
Low-Members 
Relative 
Level of 
Preparedness 
(Total) D 
Rock Harbor 5 15 -10 100 
Adams 6 4 2 4 
Regional 1 1 0 0 
Wedgewood 3 11 -8 64 
Latebloomington 18 3 15 225 
Surrepticious 
City 15 14 1 1 
• D^-= 1074 
’^s” * 
1083 
r^ ( c r i t i ca 1 ) -.47 
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purposes and generally the subject of participatory 
input, the sector status stands alone in importance. But 
it also acts as a surrogate test for scoring-differentials 
between groups as .the various sectors demonstrated a highly 
significant difference in mean scores. Furthermore, the 
difference between attendees versus non-attenders has been 
cited as a distinction in the data analysis. 
Therefore, as a second approach to considering the 
results, it may be useful to consolidate observations 
about each of these variables by isolating them 
individually as points of focus. The result of such attention 
should be keener insights into the nature of the data. 
RLP Education. Education appears to be an elite 
variable. As observed in the first set of hypotheses, 
it was the only RLP score to which the agency represent¬ 
atives responded. Highest scoring members on most 
measures, this group interacted more than the other groups. 
Perhaps cultural variables otherwise not discussed here 
play important roles also. Such a demographic character- 
istic as socio-economic background could easily affect 
the degree to which a person is willing to become involved 
in group discussions and decision-making tasks. Nonetheless, 
the measure did serve to discriminate between agency 
people on the basis of participation, while it did not do 
so for any of the other sectors. 
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This is a traditional model of personnel placement. 
That is, educational background has often been used as a 
measure for selection of people for occupational positions. 
At the same time, traditional middle-class people see 
educational success as personal validation. While these 
observations are not proven in any way by the research, 
they do help to explain some of the results. Furthermore, 
the research does support the notion that advanced educa¬ 
tion can serve as a perceived source of authority in group 
interaction. However, one must include the caveat that 
authority of this type must be bolstered by performance. 
If an individual in a group has a very high relative 
educational base, it will usually be recognized and 
accepted until it is proved invalid. Then, in an albatros- 
like fashion, the educational superiority will become the 
source of ridicule. 
The second hypothesis, predicting a positive relation¬ 
ship between the level of education and the actual attendance 
at the meetings was not supported. Briefly recalling the 
methodology, the requirement was a high negative correla¬ 
tion and the result was a very low negative correlation. 
Inasmuch as RLP Education was a rather unambiguous measure 
of comparative standing of years, degrees and courses of 
education, it simply suggests that education was not 
important. A validating statistic is the comparison of 
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average RLP Education scores between attending and non- 
» 
attending members. Table 6.23 shows the data indicating 
that there was no significant difference in the scores. 
One might well ask why education was not an important 
enough characteristic to discriminate between attenders 
and non-attenders. For an answer, the overall data from 
the survey might prove to be a fruitful source. The range 
of scores in the RLP-Education variable and the standard 
deviation was the second lowest of the four. Indeed, by 
comparison, the range, as shown in Table 6.24, is extremely 
1 ow. 
Thus, one might conclude that there was a certain 
amount of centrism in the educational background of the 
individuals selected to serve which resulted in the lack 
of support for this hypothesis. 
The third hypothesis concerning the nature of 
education was related to the size of the with in-group 
variance and the percentage of participation contributed 
by the lowest scoring members in the group. In this sense, 
education had a more important impact, though not quite 
significant at the critical .05 level. Using a rank order 
statistic, it was found that the higher the variance with 
respect to education, the lower the percentage of inter¬ 
action would emanate from the lowest half members. This 
is not to be unexpected. Clearly the relatively more 
highly educated tend to intimidate the less educated 
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TABLE 6.23 
DIFFERENCES IN MEAN RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS- 
EDUCATION SCORES BETWEEN ATTENDERS AND NON-ATTENDERS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Mean Relative Level 
of Preparedness- 
N Education Score 
Attenders 167 3.08 
Non-Attende rs 63 2.86 
Diffe rence .12 
Z Score . 5245 
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TABLE 6.24 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RELATIVE 
LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS SCORES IN THE TOTAL POPULATION OF 
MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Score 
N Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Range of 
Scores 
RLP Education 230 3.02166 1.43995 6.7033 
RLP Experience 230 2.16131 2.74352 20.7616 
RLP Task Knowledge 230 2.04348 1.53211 4.0000 
RLP Total 230 7.22649 3.65326 22.8693 
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participants and put them at a relative disadvantage. 
On balance, we can conclude that education has some 
impact on small group interactions as studied in this 
research. While i.t appeared to have real personal support¬ 
ive power only to a certain type of person, namely people 
who work for governmental and quasi-governmental agencies, 
it had an important impact on them. Furthermore, while 
it did not, as an independent variable, seem to keep 
the less educated from attending, it did affect the amount 
that they participated when they arrived. Finally, in 
the groups where there was the most and the least educated 
members, the impact on the low members was noticeable in 
its negative effects. 
RLP Experience. .Like the previous measure, this 
score was important to one sector of the groups. The 
clients responded vigorously to differences in experiential 
background, but no one else did. 
A closer look at this variable suggests that it was 
confounded on the first set of hypotheses concerning 
individual participation. By digging out the individual 
components of the measure, it was observed that previous 
experience in committees and management was significantly 
correlated to lA Scores, and this was most frequently 
characteristic of the public members who were somewhat 
under-represented. 
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Wfien considering the impact of the variables on actual 
physical attendance at the meetings, a surprising result 
was obtained. Rather than supporting the hypothesis that 
the more experienced members would attend and the less 
experienced would avoid attendance, the exact opposite was 
demonstrated. Whether the non-experienced and unsophis¬ 
ticated were more anxious to participate as a novelty, 
or whether the more experienced prefer to avoid meetings, 
is uncertain, but the result was definitely unambiguous. 
This is supported by the correlations shown in Table 6.16 
as well as the differences in mean RLP experience scores 
between attenders and non-attenders. In Table 6.25 the 
attenders exhibited significant, lower average scores 
than the non-attenders. 
A similar occurranee was observed when the question 
of variances and the interaction of low scoring members 
was addressed. The hypothesis was not supported, but 
reversed. It seems that the low experienced members were 
able to make themselves heard in high variance RLP experi¬ 
ence AMPBs. This result may be related to the non- 
attendance of the high scoring members. Perhaps the less 
experienced members dominated the meetings because of the 
lack of attendance of the high scoring members. Indeed, 
the attenders mean score on this variable was 1.975 while 
the non-attenders score was 2.655. 
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TABLE 6.25 
DIFFERENCES IN MEAN RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS 
EXPERIENCE SCORES BETWEEN ATTEMDERS AND NON-ATTENDERS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS ANCILLARY MANPOWER PLANNING BOARDS, 
JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
N 
Mean Relative Level 
of Preparedness- 
Experience Score 
Attende rs 167 1 . 98 
Non-Attende rs 63 . 2.65 
Z Score - 3.333 .01 1 eve 1 of 
significance 
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RLP Manpower (Task Knowledge). This measure was 
highly important in terms of the large lumped population. 
The correlations were significant at the .01 level. Yet, 
it proved somewhat elusive as none of the sector groups, 
and only two of the individual AMPBs, responded to it. 
In consideration of the second series of hypotheses, 
that involving physical attendance at the meetings, there 
was support from the data. This suggests that those people 
who understood the manpower concept and the local situation 
were more willing to attend than the uninitiated. 
There is no difficulty in making a value judgement 
in this case. It is fortunate that the knowledgeable 
felt compelled to attend. It is unfortunate that the 
uninitiated did not. . Here lies one of the difficulties 
with democratic institutions. There is a major learning 
process that must be undertaken for the uninitiated. 
However, once that is accomplished, much cross-fertilization 
should occur. Yet, if the uninitiated do not attend, the 
probability of status ^^o opinion prevailing over fresh 
opinion increases dramatically. 
If the low expert member did attend, however, he or 
she was no more intimidated by the very high expert 
than the moderately high expert. This point was established 
by the lack of support in the data for the third hypothesis 
that concerned itself with this variable. 
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RLP Composite. This variable acted very predictably 
considering the results of its member parts. For the 
overall population it was significant at a level somewhat 
between the others. In general, this variable is a 
consolidation of the second four hypotheses and it did 
not prove to be definitive. This was the score versus the 
physical attendance case, and one hypothesis was positively 
supported at a significant level, while a third was not 
supported at all. 
In the third set of hypotheses, the same inconclusive 
result was obtained. One high positive and one highly 
negative result neutralized the composite score. 
Attendance as a Variable. Of the members who responded 
to the questionnaire, the client sector attended in force. 
Fully 80% attended as contrasted with 52% Agency people 
and 43% Public members. That fact is simply a function of 
the fact that a smaller percentage of clients responded 
to the mail questionnaire. Only 33% of the clients 
responded compared to 44% of the public members and 64% 
of the agency members. 
Of the total appointed membership that was designated 
by sector, 33% of the agency people attended contrasted 
with 25% of the public and 18% of the client memberships. 
The overall set of attenders generally ranked as 
follows with the non-attenders. They had more education 
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and less experience, by the RLP measurements. Furthermore, 
they knew more about the subject of manpower in terms of 
CAMPS and local manpower conditions. Their composite 
scores pretty much were balanced. This pattern is 
illustrated in Table 6.26 which delineates the comparison 
of mean RLP scores between attenders and non-attenders. 
Sector Status as a Variable. This information, on 
its own, may prove useful to the State Office of Manpower 
Affairs, but its value in this research is primarily in 
its use as a distinction between groups, that score high 
or low on the RLP and lA measures. 
Generally, as indicated earlier, the clients scored 
significantly lower than the other groups on the RLP 
measures and the lA scores (See Tables 6.1 and 6.2). 
The public members generally scored higher than the clients 
but lower than the agency sponsors. This provides a bit 
of a case-in-point check of the hypotheses -that were 
tested, and Table 6.27 summarizes the correlations by 
sector groupings. 
The three sectors are clearly different breeds. The 
agency people were very much aware of their educational 
background. They behaved as predicted in that regard 
but did not do so with the other variables. 
On the other hand, the clients seemed to make best 
use of their experiential background. This was true, for 
them, in a broader sense than it was for the other groups. 
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TABLE 6.26 
COMPARISON OF MEAN RELATIVE LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS SCORES 
BETWEEN ATTENDERS AND NON-ATTENDERS IN MASSACHUSETTS 
ANCILLARY PLANNING BOARDS, JANUARY-MARCH 1973 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
Education 
Scores 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
Experience 
Scores 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
Manpower 
Scores 
Relative 
Level of 
Prepared¬ 
ness 
Total 
Scores 
Attende rs 3.08 1 . 98 2.04 7.26 
Non-Attende rs 2.86 2.65 1.62 7.14 
DifTerence .12 -.67 .42 .12 
Z Scores . 5245 -3.33 . 2745 .4645 
Significance • * ** * * 
*Not significant 
**Significant at .01 level. 
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The other groups did indeed respond to certain aspects 
» 
0 
of their experiences as demonstrated by the more detailed 
look at the variable, but the clients did so in general 
and to a much greater extent than any other group. 
The public members did not respond in the predicted 
v/ay to any of the three variables. None were significantly 
correlated to lA percentages, or even close. It is possible 
that because their strong point was in the experiential 
area (they were significantly higher than either of the 
other groups), the confounding of that variable disguised 
what they may really have exhibited in their behavior. 
Looking closely at their answers to the questions that most 
related to the experiential measure in management and 
committee action (the parts with the highest correlation 
to lA scores in the lumped group), the public members were 
almost always much higher. In most of the scores, they 
were double that of the clients and in many cases the 
agency member. Thus the public members did respond indi¬ 
rectly to the second variable. 
Inter-relationships Between Independent Variables. 
It is of interest to trace briefly the interaction between 
the various RLP scores. Clearly they are not independent 
in their development, although the reaction of the AMPB 
members would suggest that they are. Obviously education 
and experience should be somewhat related. Manpower task 
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knowledge need not necessarily be related to education, 
except in the case of the person who had taken courses in 
manpower related courses or their jobs were manpower- 
related and their education was a job requirement. 
In fact, RLP education was positively related to RLP 
experience, but at a level below the .05 level. But, RLP 
education was very highly related to manpower task knowledge, 
which can be attributed to the agency representatives 
who were high in both measures. RLP experience and RLP 
manpower were slightly negatively related, which is most 
likely a result of the combined facts that the agency and 
client groups were high on manpower and low on experience, 
while the public group was the reverse. 
Tentative Conclusions 
Having analyzed each variable with respect to each 
hypothesis, and having discussed each variable independently, 
one should briefly analyze the implications of the entire 
result. 
The research deals with the issue, in real organiza¬ 
tions, of the make-up of constituent members and the 
effect that the relative expert has on the level of 
participation within the organization. Perhaps one might 
question whether or not the inclusion of a very expert 
member will result in a net decrease of input from the rest 
of the members. If so, this is clearly a question that 
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may be addressed through the marginal , analysis framework 
I 
of the economist. That is, is there a point of diminishing 
marginal returns from the input of an additional relatively 
highly expert member in a group? The reverse is also 
worthy of question. Will the dependence of blue-ribbon 
type people in a committee result in a lack of input, not 
just from the lower participant, but also from the blue- 
ribbon member who may choose for many reasons, to boycott 
the meetings? Furthermore, what constitutes a highly 
skilled person? Should one view this question in absolute 
terms or is it more appropriate to think in relativistic 
terms, as this research has done? 
Given the limitations of the research, most people 
seek some kind of ego-enhancing or personal validation 
measure. The traditional organizational member may be 
signaled by her or his educational background, relative 
to that of the people around. Yet, others may march to 
a different drummer. They may feel supported most by some 
practical experience. However, the experience may drive 
them away from actual participation. 
Summary 
A study was conducted to observe the relationship 
between the relative level of expertise or preparedness 
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that distinguishes one person from another and their ability 
or willingness to actively participate in a group decision¬ 
making task. The subjects were voluntary mbers of 
eighteen manpower planning decision-making bodies in 
Massachusetts. 
Expertise or level of preparedness was measured by 
questions on a questionnaire and categorized into educational, 
experiential, and specific task knowledge components. 
Active participation was measured in two ways. First, the 
attenders of the meetings were distinguished from the 
non-attenders. Second, for those in attendance, an inter¬ 
action analysis was performed at the meetings that was 
used to tally the percentage of interaction that each 
member contributed. One meeting of each of the eighteen 
committees v/as attended by the researcher. 
The results of the questionnaire were correlated with 
the results of the interaction analysis and two theoretical 
hypotheses were tested. They were designed to see whether 
there existed an important relationship between expertise 
and interaction by individuals and whether the dispersion 
of expertise within a group would have impact on the low 
expertise members. 
The overall results of the study suggest that the 
relationships are not linear, but are somewhat more complex. 
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Most of the operational hypotheses were supported directly 
by the data, but there were some cases where the hypotheses 
were not supported. 
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! Footnotes 
^Rensis Likert., New Patterns of Management (New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1961), pp. 162-177. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purposes of this chapter are to: (1) Identify 
the problem and the hypotheses of the research; (2) Note 
the limitations of the study; (3) Summarize the results 
of the study; (4) Examine the implications of the study 
for certain fields within the social sciences; and (5) 
Suggest further research extending from this study. 
The Problem and Hypotheses 
Answers to two basic questions were sought through 
this research. (1) What is the relationship between an 
individual's relative expertise within a group and his or 
her level of participation in the group's decision-making 
problem? (2) Does the presence of an increased ratio of 
experts to non-experts in a group inhibit the participation 
of the non-expert members? 
Nineteen local branches of the Cooperative Area 
Manpower Planning System (CAMPS), a nation-wide network 
of manpower resource allocation boards, were investigated. 
CAMPS members have very different backgrounds, and they 
are expected to participate at a level that will serve to 
affect the quality of the decisions that are made. 
Ancillary Manpower Planning Boards (AMPB's) have 
membership which could be categorized into three pre- 
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determined and mutually exclusive sub-qroups. Between 
sub-groups there was a statistically significant and 
demonstrable difference in the average level of expertise. 
Furthermore, attendance at representative meetings of each 
AMPB was possible, by the researcher, for the purpose of 
observing and recording the interactions of the members. 
Comparative data were collected for two basic measures 
from each individual member in the AMPB's. First, 
relative level of preparedness (RLP), a questionnaire 
measure of educational, experiential, and specific task 
knowledge expertise, was collected for the subjects. 
Second, percentages of participation at the meetings were 
recorded for the attending members. This task was carried 
out by using a modified version of interaction analysis. 
Two general hypotheses were developed, with multiple 
operational hypotheses, concerning the two described 
meas ures. 
Hypothesis 1 : There is a positive relationship 
between the RLP and the level of an 
individual's participation in AMPB 
meetings. 
Operationally, this hypothesis contained eight 
parts. Each of the three components of RLP and a composite 
were correlated against the interaction measure and actual 
meeting attendance. 
Hypothesis 2: There is an inverse relationship 
between participat ion by low expert 
B members and the group RLP 
variance. 
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Using the same four RLP measures, this hypothesis was 
tested operationally with four parts. 
Limitations of the Study 
There are several caveats that should be added to this 
research. They are each related to the methodology either 
at a very operational level or at the epistemological 
level dealing with the heuristics of the study. 
Philosophy of the Methodological Strategy. Quite 
apart from the matters of expense and time considerations, 
strategic decisions concerning methodology in organizational 
research should be made with a vision of the kinds of 
information available and the depth of knowledge desired. 
There are two general approaches. First, there is the 
in-depth case analysis. Ignoring the argument for large 
samples, the case study looks at one situation and analyzes 
it intensively. Generally the purpose is to identify 
important variables and develop theories about some kind 
of behavior. Second, the comparative organizational 
strategy analyzes a number of organizations less 
intensively. In these cases, the researcher identifies 
predetermined variables and theories and compares them in 
more than one situation. Thus, where one method is limited 
by its statistical reliability, the other is limited 
in depth of analysis. 
Comparative analysis was chosen as the method in this 
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research on the basis that there existed a body of 
literature that suggested dichotomous theories. These 
theories were accompanied by relevant variables that could 
be measured and hypotheses that could be tested. 
It can therefore be considered a limitation that this 
study did not analyze the subject groups more intensely. 
However, this decision is made by the choice of the 
methodo1ogy. 
Another methodological limitation is the number of 
groups compared. There were nineteen groups compared with 
a combined membership of 283. Questionnaires were collected 
from 81% of the members (230), and all except one of the 
groups agreed to cooperate. 
When questions concerning the entire group of members 
are addressed, the sample size is sufficient for statistical 
purposes. When some of the sub-groups are considered, the 
sample size is less. In these cases, the sample has been 
described in the research as a limitation. 
When the questions are addressed to the groups, 
comparing one set of groups with another, the sample of 
19 is quite small. For these cases, non-parametric tests 
have been used and the sample size observed. 
A further limitation of the study is the questionnaire 
that was used to collect RLP data. The instrument was 
developed with the assistance of a well-qualified panel 
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of scholars and was field tested. However, the research 
indicated that one of the measures was multi-dimensional 
in nature. RLP-experience mixed two different types of 
experience, and while this problem was explored and 
overcome in the research, it should be noted for future 
researchers as a limitation. 
If feasible, interview questionnaires would be more 
a reliable form of collecting the RLP data. The accuracy 
of the members' responses can be questioned. Did they 
reply in a factual manner? Was their response colored by 
their feelings about the expectations of the researcher 
or their own ego needs? While the instrument primarily 
contained objective-type questions, there exists opportunity 
for error. 
Finally, the interaction analysis was done by the 
researcher as an inactive participant in the groups. 
Potential contamination of the group process by the 
presence of an observer who is obviously collecting data 
could limit the study. The observer effect in the meetings 
was thought to be minimal. The meetings, in general, 
went on without any apparent hesitancy. The observer was 
not active or obtrusive and was not aware of any changed 
behavior after he was identified. However, some 
contamination may have occurred. 
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Results 
The study examined the data that was collected in 
several settings. First, the entire body of the eighteen 
cooperating groups, which consisted of 230 people, was 
tested in each of the hypotheses. 
Within the groups, the members were formally identified 
as being representative of the population of Agency/ 
Sponsors, Client/Users, and Business/Labor. Thus, a 
mutually exclusive division was made between the members 
that was used as a third dimension throughout the analysis. 
Responding members who actually attended the meetings 
were compared as a group to the responding members who did 
not attend. 
Finally, because leadership style became an important 
factor in later analysis, comparisons and correlations 
were done by leadership type also. Democratic, autocratic 
and laissez-faire were the three subdivisions in the second 
dimension of the data. 
Viewing the entire membership of the eighteen AMPB's 
with respect to the first hypothesis, there is a definite 
relationship between RLP scores and interaction percentages. 
The correlations revealed statistically significant 
relationships between the interaction variable and three 
of the four independent variables: (1) education, (2) 
specific task knowledge, and (3) the composite score. The 
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fourth measure, RLP experience was not related. However, 
when the components of RLP experience were examined, it was 
found that there was a relationship between certain kinds 
of experience and participation and not between other kinds 
of experience and participation. 
By sector, the picture was somewhat complex. Client 
representatives supported the RLP experience hypothesis, 
while the agency representatives supported the educational 
hypothesis. The public (Business/Labor) representatives 
did not support any of the hypotheses until the experiential 
measure was once again dissected. Then the public members 
responded very strongly to the managerial component of the 
experiential measure. 
Therefore, people from differing backgrounds 
apparently observe a process of credentia 1ization that is 
as different as their backgrounds. However, the public 
members and the agency members have similar backgrounds. 
Thus it can also be said that people with similar back¬ 
grounds but different occupations will respond differently. 
The individual groups, which were small for the most 
part, exhibited little if any significant results. They 
were so small that no inferences could be made from the 
results . 
As anticipated, and almost by definition, the results 
were similar but more intense when attenders only were 
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tested and compared to the total groups. Attending 
clients, as a group, supported the hypothesis more defin¬ 
itively than did the total client sector, a pattern 
consistent throughout the study. 
One very interesting result was the measurable difference 
between the respondents who were members of democratically 
led groups and the autocratically and the laissez-faire 
led groups. 
The various groups were categorized, by their observed 
behavior, into the three styles. The members of the 
democratically led AMPB's supported the hypotheses 
concerning the educational, specific task knowledge, and 
the composite RLP measures. The autocratic groups did not 
respond to any of the variables when considering attenders 
only. The laissez-faire members were highly correlated 
with the experiential measure only. The reason that they 
responded as a group to a measure that was unimportant 
to any other group is probably that they were essentially 
.leaderless groups, and the more experienced among them 
were consciously or unconsciously trying to provide the 
leadership. 
With respect to the second set of hypotheses, there 
was a relationship between the ratio of experts to non¬ 
experts and the non-expert's participation rate. But, 
it was not completely as expected. 
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The hypotheses predicted an inverse relationship 
between the group RLP variances and the amount of 
participation contributed by the non-expert members. In 
the case of the education measure, this relationship was 
supported, although at a lower level of significance than 
was expected. However, in the case of the experiential 
measure, the reverse held true. The groups with the 
largest RLP experience variance were the groups in which 
the less expert members had the highest percentage of the 
participation. The task knowledge hypothesis in this group 
proved meaningless. 
Implications 
The implications of this study can be viewed in two 
different ways. First, there are the general implications 
that can be seen for organizations of all sorts. Second, 
there are the implications for certain general academic 
disciplines, such as Business and Management Education, 
Government and Political Science, and some areas within 
them such as Manpower decision-making. Industrial Relations 
and Personnel Management, Group Dynamics and Organization 
Behavior. 
General Implications. While remaining cognizant of 
the limitations of the research and thus avoiding broad 
universal statements, there are some theoretical implications 
that can be cited as general organizational observations. 
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As discussed earlier, all organizations survive from 
their ability to extract some level of participation from 
their membership. Decision-making groups, particularly 
in an age of specialization, depend on a very high level 
of input from their members. However, as the specialties 
and backgrounds of the participants grow more varied and 
communication becomes more critical, the job of achieving 
a high level of input becomes more difficult. 
Diverse opinions and ideas are useful when they are 
candidly and frankly discussed. Lopsided patterns of 
interaction can result in lopsided decisions. This may 
be the effect of more than just one organizational problem. 
The climate of the leadership in the groups studied was 
important in more than a superficial way. Leadership 
patterns and organizational climate have an impact on 
organizational effectiveness. The Watergate incident may 
have contributed to an understanding of this phenomena. 
However, another problem is clearly the sheer willingness 
of an organizational member to contribute when he or 
she is a lone or low status member. Under certain 
circumstances it appears that a valuable input will be lost. 
This holds true for the short term, when the communication 
is missed, and for the long term when human development, 
a valuable outgrowth of the planned participation, is not 
forthcoming. 
Organizational leaders must be cognizant of the 
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interactions of individuals and observe the things that 
encourage and discourage appropriate behavior. Whatever 
the important variable to the participant, and the research 
has indicated that they are different for different people, 
if his or her contribution is lost, it vn‘11 tend to be 
very costly. This will be particularly crucial to decision¬ 
making bodies where communications are vital output 
measures. 
The observation of interaction is relatively simple 
and can provide large amounts of valuable information to 
group leaders. Rectifying the problem of nonparticipation 
is not difficult if it is recognized as a problem. Group 
leaders and organizational planners should pay keen 
attention to the amount and quality of input from their 
membership. The result will be a growth in the utilization 
of a valuable resource. 
Special Area Implications. One of the institutions 
that could be concerned with the results of this study is 
the academic institution. In particular, the Business 
Schools survive from the assumption that theoretical 
education in administrative principles is useful to the 
individual. Further, when accompanied by experience, this 
education must enhance the effectiveness of the organizations 
employing that individual's skills. 
This research supports that assumption but not in an 
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across-the-board manner. Schools of administration and 
business should keep contact with the relevancy of the 
educational opportunity th they provide. 
Another implication o this research can be directed 
at the related fields of government and political science. 
The shift toward participative representation will prove 
useful only if there is actual participation by the people 
involved. As participative democracy becomes more important, 
the problem of selecting people who are both willing and 
capable of providing useful input will become difficult. 
However, rather than developing a technology that will 
serve to discriminate against the reticent member of 
society, it will be necessary to develop methodology that 
will liberate deci s i o.n-maki ng groups from this particular 
stress and open new avenues of opinion polling. The idea 
will be to develop ways to encourage participation by 
persons who would otherwise not participate. 
In the area of government, another implication of this 
study is related to advisory staff positions. Somehow 
an ethic of openness must replace the concept of bureau¬ 
cratic secrecy. Advisors must be rewarded for rocking 
the boat. 
In the field of manpower decision-making, the trend 
is toward voluntary citizens' advisory boards' assuming 
more and more financial resoonsibi1ity. As this occurs, 
the persons involved will be making more and more technical 
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and difficult decisions. Yet, if the emphasis continues 
♦ 
being directed toward community involvement, the selection 
dichotomy will worsen. Apparently more experienced people 
from the community tend to stay away from the meetings and 
the less expert among those who do attend seem sufficiently 
intimidated to provide less input. The result of this 
direction would be a sort of mediocrity that may be isolated 
from the true relevance of the manpower programs at the 
local level and which may be a carbon copy of what existed 
previously at the Federal bureaucratic level. 
In the practicioner's world of business, personnel 
management and general managerial tasks can be affected 
by the results of this research. 
First, implication for selection is that not all 
people will be universally affected by the same developmental 
variables. The filling of positions on the basis of certain 
measures of preparation as if they affect results in 
universal patterns is contraindicated by this research. 
This is probably more true when considering the convolution 
t 
of careers between public and private institutions. The 
research suggests that people in public bureaucracies 
seem to rank themselves on different credentials than 
people from private companies. Self-image is thus a 
major factor in employment selection. It is important to 
determine the basis by which individuals measure themselves. 
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Then, by looking objectively at the patterns that have been 
established by that person in the areas that he or she feels 
is important, a better feel for self-image and self- 
assurance can be obtained. 
Second, part of the research methodology, the inter¬ 
action analysis, will prove to be valuable as an objective 
measure of interaction in management decision-making. 
Many types of interaction analyses are available from the 
observation of one-on-one behavior to determine the 
appropriateness of interviewing technique to the multi- 
variable complex interaction analysis techniques. 
The implication for the disciplines of group dynamics 
and organization behavior is that this research may provide 
another avenue to investigate the impact of expertise, 
self-image, and interaction in the group process. Many 
of the concerns that are pressing organizational scientists 
today seem to revolve around job satisfaction, enrichment, 
and development. This research has looked at situations 
where certain participants might not respond, as assumed, 
to opportunities for development and participation. 
Perhaps the variables examined in the study may help to 
explain why some workers could resent attempts on the 
part of management and/or social scientists to involve 
theminthesetechniques. 
If a high level of participation is one of the goals 
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of an organization, the leadership may want to consider 
opinion-seeking techniques other than simple meeting 
attendance. One approach would be to maintain an inter¬ 
action analysis profile during meetings and solicit advice 
and opinions from the infrequent contributer. Another 
device might be to use a paper and pencil polling device. 
This might be particularly useful during the policy making 
stage of the decision-making. 
Future Research 
There are numerous directions that could be taken for 
future research. Some future research could easily be 
pursued that would simply extend the present research by 
making the instruments more sophisticated or by replicating 
the results either in other states or even completely 
different organizations. Furthermore, other approaches 
to the methodology of the present research could be consid¬ 
ered. 
Another departure for further research might be to 
address questions that come directly from the implications 
of the research. This continuation would not necessarily 
use any of the methodological approaches from the present 
research project. These two general directions will be 
considered in order. 
If the present research were to be extended, some 
of the best places to start would be found by examining 
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the limitations of the present research. 
First, using the same instrumentation, it would be 
useful to investigate the same organization over a larger 
physical region. The New England Region, consisting of 
the six states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont, could be examined. 
This would-increase the sample of groups from nineteen 
to about fifty. Thus for the purpose of making valid 
statements about different styles of leadership and 
different sizes of group variance, the size of the sample 
would be more appropriate. Also, the considerations of 
degree of urbanness in the committees would become testable 
also. 
Using the same or a modified instrumentation, it would 
be desirable to replicate the study using other organizations. 
Any organization with small groups that have roughly 
comparable decision-making tasks and a fairly disparate 
membership would be appropriate. Institutions in the 
business world such as large industrial concerns with 
interdepartmental decision-making units, such as executive 
committees, would be useful living laboratories. Businesses 
or governmental agencies with regional offices boasting 
decision-making autonomy could be considered. The difficulty 
of such research would be finding institutions who would 
agree to a rather intimate study such as this. 
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In the same or similar network of small groups, another 
avenue for further research would be to examine more 
meetings of the groups to get a better sampling of the 
actual participation. Instead of going to one meeting 
each of many groups, preliminary examinations might isolate 
a few groups for more detailed comparisons. By limiting 
the research to democratically led groups in similar 
communities, longer term analysis could be pursued that 
would be a good compromise between the case method and the 
comparative organizational study. A sort of selective 
case study comparison might gain the assets of both 
methodologies and miss the limitations of both. 
Another avenue of future research would be by 
controling for certain other group characteristics that 
might have originally impacted on the data. 
Such measures as group leadership, group size, group 
RLP average (rather than just variance), and cultural 
measures such as urbanness, income level, and racial 
structure may well be important. 
Branching into other kinds of research, it would be 
useful to consider personnel policies in many organizations 
to answer questions that relate to conformity versus 
divergency in selection and promotion as it relates to 
efficient and effective communication patterns. 
More empirical work should be conducted to examine 
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the process of expert-power in groups for definitional 
4 
purposes. Instrumentation needs to be developed that can 
distinguish expertise from direct observation rather than 
subjective pre-evaluation that may be related to artificial 
variables. 
Another question that is worth pursuing is the matter 
of the credentialization process. If one person in a 
group has outstanding abilities and credentials, how does 
that fact become known. This is particularly interesting 
in an informal group or an ad-hoc committee. These groups 
often come together in ways that provide little common 
acquaintance among the membership. When this is the case, 
status lines are drawn fairly rapidly. It is interesting 
to consider how these lines are formed, and how stable 
they are. It is also interesting to contemplate a 
dynamic process that would result, over time, with changing 
patterns of interaction. This could be the result of 
reevaluation, growth, or a reordering of priorities for the 
group. 
There is also a sociological line of reasoning worth 
considering. What impact, if any, does a person's race 
or other socio-economic position play in the development 
of his or her choice of continuum on which to be measured? 
Do different people tend to choose their social-psychological 
weapons on common or different criteria? Does an athelete 
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prefer physical or non-physical recognition? Or does it 
depend on deeper personal self-evaluations? These questions 
have been considered in other ways by other researchers. 
It would be useful to examine the literature concerning 
these matters and develop methodologies for extending the 
knowledge and perhaps making it known through active 
publishing, teaching, and consulting. 
Summary 
An empirical examination was conducted to examine the 
relationship between expertness and participation in small 
manpower decision-making groups. 
It appears that although there has been an attempt to 
achieve parity in the make-up of the membership between 
the public, agency sponsors, and the client sector, the 
results will not always indicate equality of input. The 
reason for this observation is related to educational, 
experiential, and specific task knowledge preparation that 
the members bring to the groups. 
Certain types of members, who are noticeably lower 
than other members on one or more of these measures, will 
probably not participate equally with the others. 
In the light of the administrative pursuit of manpower 
revenus sharing as an ongoing concept, it is clear that 
these committees and a free flowing communications pattern 
are both very important. 
APPENDIX A 
MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS 
1. First RLP Letter 
2. Second RLP Letter 
3. RLP Questionnaire 
4. Interaction Analysis Form 
5. Computer Program 
6. Raw Data 
7. Refined Data 
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1 . 
FIRST RLP LETTER 
January 22, 1973 
Robert L. Bjorklund 
Department of Economics 
Worcester Polytechnic Inst. 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609 
Dear AMPB Member: 
The questionnaire inside asks several important 
questions about you. It is being sent to all AMPB members 
because you make important decisions and have diverse 
backgrounds. 
The information is confidential and the individual 
responses will not be identifiable. Later, I plan to 
visit one of your meetings to see how they are developing. 
Please take a moment now to complete the questionnaire 
and mail it in the enclosed stamped self-addressed 
envelope. As a doctoral student at the University of 
Massachusetts, my dissertation and degree depend on it. 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Robert L. Bjorklund 
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2. 
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SECOND RLP LETTER 
February 5, 1973 
Robert L. Bjorklund 
Department of Economics 
Worcester Polytechnic Inst. 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609 
Dear AMPB Member: 
Two weeks ago the enclosed questionnaire was mailed. 
In some cases they were mailed to wrong addresses. The 
following letter was included. 
The questionnaire inside asks several important 
questions about you. It is being sent to all AMPB 
members because you make important decisions and have 
diverse backgrounds. 
The information is confidential and the individual 
responses will not be identifiable. Later, I plan to visit 
one of your meetings to see how they are developing. 
Please take a moment now to complete the questionnaire 
and mail it in the enclosed stamped self-addressed envelope. 
As a doctoral student at the University of Massachusetts, 
my dissertation and degree depend on it. Thank you very 
much for your consideration. 
Please take the time now to complete the questionnaire. 
It is confidential. Drop it in the mail today if you can. 
Thank you again for helping. 
Sincerely, 
Robert L. Bjorklund 
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3. 
RLP QUESTIONNAIRE 
Education 
1, Circle the highest precollege grade completed. 
123456789 10 11 12 
2. Circle tVie full-time college years completed. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3. What college degrees do you hold? 
4. Do you know anything about these areas? If you've 
had a college course, circle the "yes" and if you've 
had actual experience, note the number of years in 
the space provided. 
YEARS OF 
AREA COURSE EXPERIENCE 
(a) Labor economics Yes 
(b) Statistics Yes 
(c) Economics Yes 
(d) Sociology Yes 
(e) Public Administration Yes 
(f) Demography Yes 
(8) Manpower Planning Yes 
(h) Accounting Yes 
THIS QUESTION IS CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE. 
I'i nil 11 r II nrifinMii^ii itfi r'- r- > >’■ ^.., 
(i) Finance Yes 
(j) Management 
Yes 
(k) Organizations Yes 
(1) Psychology Yes 
6. How much experience do you have in the following activities? 
Circle "N" for NONE, ”0” for OCCASIONAL, and "F" for 
FREQUENT, Then indicate the number of years in the 
three organizational types: BUSINESS, SOCIAL, OR PUBLIC. 
ACTIVITY FREQUENCY ORGANIZATION TYPE 
BUSINESS SOCIAL PUBLIC 
(a) Any coramitte action, N 0 F 
(b) Chairing a committee, N 0 F 
(c) Supervision, 
(d) Planning 
(e) Budgeting 
(f) Program evaluation 
N 0 F 
N 0 F 
N 0 F 
N 0 F 
7. Wliat does CAMPS mean, and what does it do? 
8. Rank the four biggest local manpower programs in numbers 
of clients, l._-------— 
3, ___ ---—- 
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5. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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11 
I'd 
2 
5 
10 
16 
10^ 
21 
22 
2^ 
p*iMLNSlUK'^RLPED(‘^0fl2^1 ,RLPf-X(50.100) »RuPTK(50i100) ,RLP(50#100) » . 
1 ■MB(r^),!6W(6),l4A(i2),XQAPM(t,0) .RQAPM(b0.i00) , ^ 
I' I6B8P(6»3) , IG(50) I IME(50il0 01 |VAP(50) # I8ROUP(50) » I:)EC(23ii00) » 
1 ■VARtXl50),VARED(^?0)*VARTK(50)iIAT{23il00) 
CALL IPILEdlf ’RLP2' ) 
IC:r=0 
I W = 1 
RtAP(lldl.EMD = l6)AMlti,IMEMdliI2#I3,((HA(I)»MB(I))»I=lil2)» 
r (I6W(l),(I6nSP(I,d).IK = d3).I=1.6)d7.!8,I0APM 
FUR MAI (I2,l2,lX.2I2,Il.l2(Il|I2)i6(Ili3l2),211,I>5) 
F URM A I (I2.I2.Al,2I2dlil2(Ilir‘^'-)»6(Ili3l2)r2IliNiIl) 
IAMIB=AMIB 
REAU(llilliEMn = 16)AMlB»IMEM.Il»I2iI3,(MA{I).MB(I)»!-l»12)» 
l“ n6W(I),(l6BSP(liddlK = l»'5>fI=li6)il7#l8.lGAPM 
1F(AMlR.NE,1AMIB) GO iO 10 
ICT=IGT+1 
X1 = X1* 11 
X2=X2+I2 
X3 = X3 + I 3 
DU i? i=l,12 
X'lA=lfrA( I )*XAA 
X4B = HB ( I) + X4B 
DU 6 1=1,6 
X6W= I 6W ( I ) -*-X6W 
DU 6 Ik=1,3 
X6BBP=I6BSP(1,IK)+X68^P 
X 7 = X 7 I 7 
X ii = X 8 + I 8 
XUAPMnW)=XQAPM(IW) + lUAPM 
GU iO‘3 
iam'ih = amib 
‘ I W = i w 1 
GU'lO 2 
ENU'PILt 11 
XI = Xl/IU’r 
X2 = X2/H;T 
X3=X3/ICT 
XAA=X4A/ICT 
X^B=XA8/ICT 
X6W = X6"^X ( I CT<J6 ) 
X6BBP=:X6BSP/ ( I CT*6 ) 
X7=X7/ICT 
X8=X8/ICT 
CALL IFllE (11. ’RLP2’ > 
CALL UFiLE (21. ’RLP11»MaT’) 
CALL UFILE (23, ’OUTPUt .MAT’) 
WRITE (23,10^) Xl, X2,X3,X4A,XAB,X6W,X6BSPIX7,X8 
FURMAT (' X1',9F12.4) 
I =1 
RLAU(11.12.EN0 = 48) AMIB. I MEM , I SEC8 d 1. wyn 
l‘ 1T = 1.12), (I6WCIT), n6BSP(ITiIK),IK = l,3),IT = i,6) I 17, I 8, I UAPM , I ATD 
I am IB = am IB 
'2h 
RE AU ( 11» 12 , rJviD = 48 ) AM I b , I mem , I SEGB . 11 , I 2 , I 3 , ( I A A ( I T ) , I 4 .^ ( I , 
l" |T=l,12),(I6W(lT),(I6BSP(IT,IK),IKsl,3),ITil,6) 
T F ( 1 AM I 8.MF.AM IH)GO I U 28 
X , I - J. I a. c. / . > i V . i ■ / . ; * - 
IF I IB, E,AM B !  
II = ldl 
XAA ! = I 4A(1 ) 
,17,18, lUAPM, IATt 
I 
X4BI = MH(1) -183 
DU IK = 2il? 
XfAI = MA(IK)-^X<AT 
25 X^BT = Mfci( 1K)-^X<BT 
bECTlON 
X 6 W [ = ii) 
XOBSPI=U 
DU ii6‘ IKK-1,6 
X6WT = 16W( IKK)-*'X6WT 
DO ^6 1K=1,3 
26 X6HbP1 = l68SP(lKKiIK)-*'X6BSPT 
HlHtD(l>II)=(It+I2)/(Xl+X2)+I3*(XAAT/X4A) 
2 7 RLPEX( I » I I ) = (X6WT/6)ttU6PSPT/6)/(X6W^^X6BSP)♦RLPEX^ ,11) 
RLPPXC 1 , I I)=RUPpX(‘l , 1 l) + (X4BT/X^B)- 
RUP I KU » 11 ) = I 7+ 18 
RQAPM ( 1 # I 1 ) = 1 QAPM/XGA.PH ( I ) 
Ihfc.( I #■ I I ) = IMEM 
IStOC I .I I) = ISEnB 
IA1 n I I i ) = I Afn 
1UHUUP{I)=AMIB 
GO 10 22 
28 1 G(i) = I I 
IAM1B=AMIB 
I1=U 
GU to 24 
48 END FILE 11 
1G(I)=II 
DO t?l“lK = l, I W 
DO !3l lKK = l,10f^ 
RIPED I =RLPr.0( IK, IKK)+HLPFDT 
RUPEXt=RLPeX(IK,IKK)+KLPFXT 
51 RUPIKi=HEPTKT+RuPTK(lK,IKK) 
RUPEDi=RLPEDT/ICT • 
RLPEXi=RL.PEXT/ICT 
RUPIKI=HEPTKT/ICT 
DO P2'IK = 1, I W 
U_nG( IK) ,EQ,a) GO TO 52 
DO 52* IKK = 1,10!?1 
IK{HLP£U(IK,IKK),EO.0.AND,RIPEX(IK,IKK),EO,0.ANO, 
l" KLPTK(IK,IKK).EQ,0) GO TO 52 
RUPnKiIKK)=RLPED(lK»lKK)+RLPEXnK,IKK) + 
I 
] 
i 
1 RLPTK(IK, IKK) 
RUP)=RLP(IK,!KK)*RLPT 
52 CONTINUE 
Hl.Pi=KLPT/ICT 
108 FURMA1{' ICT, ’ » IlUi MW', 15) 
C««ott<>i»#VAKlANCE = [: (RTP'-RTP)*^>2/N 
DO 60 I =1, I W 
WRITEl2^3, 106) I 
106 FURMAT(’1M////I'0',5X.»GROUP NUMBER ',I3|///) 
WKI IE^2v5,100) 
WRI IEC23,104) 
104 FOPMA 1 ( ’ , 5X , '-M 
I BX,’-',5X,'--’,5X,’-»i6Xi'-M6Xi 
100 FORMA I ('/M 5X member'» 5X RL.P EDM 
1 t?X,'Rl,P EXM5X,'RLP TK M 6X , ' KLP M 6X , M A/PCT ’ ) 
f 
DU t>5 I 1 = 1, IG( 1 ) 
RRITE (23,101)IME(I,II),PLP£Dn»n),RUPEX(Ii. 
1 HLP( Mil) ,RUAPm( 1,11) 
VAREDU) = (RLPEnT>-RLPtO(Min)<»*^-'-^ARED(I) 
I I ) ,RLPTK(I, I I 
///) 
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VARLX( 1 ) = (R:. XT-KLPI^X( I , I I ) )«ttif + VARr.X( I ) 
VAH1K(I) = (RH. iKT-RLPTK(I,II))«tti^+VARTK(I) 
VAH( n = (RUP i “Rl.Pt I » I I n<><»?+VAR( I ) 
WHI TE (iil, r.:3) ISECC I , I I ) » I AT( I , I I) , RUPED( I , I I ) ,Rl,PEX( I , I I ) , 
1 KLPTK( I , I 1 ) ,RLP( 1 , i I ) iROAPM( I , I I ) 
CUNIIMUE 
VAH(I)=VAR{ I )/IG( I ) 
VAHED(I)=VARED(I)/IGC i ) 
VARtX(I)=VAREX(I )/IC(M 
VAHIK( I )=VARTK( I )/lG^ '> 
1651 raHMAI(' ’,6X, 12.0^ 6,4,4 X , F / , 4,5X i F 6,4 , 
1 4X,F7,4,4X,F5,3) 
WRITE(23 I 1^9) VARtP(P»VAREX(I)#VARTK(I)iVAR(I> 
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7. 
REFINED DATA 
UKUUP NUMBt-R 1 
MEMBER RLP EO RlR EX RLP TK RLP lA/PCT 
1 • ,8201 0,^129 ,0000 0,8330 ,090 
’d 1,0761 1.0084 4,0000 6,8845 , 169 
6 2,0093 7.0236 2,0000 11,5329 ,326 
4,4862 0,6480 1,0000 6.1342 ,191 
1,59^6 1.9700 ,0000 3,5656 .124 
6 2,9067 1,0000 6,0/^22 ,000 
6 3,3563 0,6459 2,0000 6,0022 ,101 
ti ,7570 0.8460 3,000 0 4,6030 ,000 
y 1,1429 0,0000 ,0000 1,1429 ,000 
1,8479 0,0388 2,0000 3.8867 ,000 
li , 7570 0,0646 4,0000 4,8216 ,000 
Id 3,5529 0,1829 , 0000 3.7359 . 000 
3,8090 1,8843 ,0000 5,6933 ,000 
1,7218 3.9076 1,0000 6,6293 ,000 
4,6160 1,3461 4,0000 9,9622 ,000 
10 2,5882 1,1690 1,0000 4.75/1 , 000 
i7 6,7033 11,3360 4,0000 22,0393 ,000 
VARIANCE 2,8691 8.6377 2,4392 22,6919 
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bKUUK NUMBLR 2 
flEMBtH hlp eu Rl.f' EX Ri-P IK RLP IA/PCT 
1 , 3832 3,1346 2,0000 6,0178 ,070 
'd 4,0335 0,i^563 4,0000 8,2918 ,732 
6 3,1670 0.ii583 . ,0000 3,4253 ,000 
. 4 3,7311 l,‘/i84 2,0000 7,4995 ,000 
S 3,1670 1.^267 3,0000 6,0938 ,028 
7 2,9741 0,3618 4,0000 7,3359 ,070 
y 4,3563 6.6549 4,0000 15,0112 ,000 
10 2,3952 0,0000 3,0000 5,3952 ,000 
11 2,0093 2,‘5138 ,0000 4,3231 , 000 
Id 3,9741 1,^378 1,0000 6.2619 , 000 
ls5 2,1040 0.i::i95 4,0000 6,3235 , 000 
14 1,5808 4.yil0 , 0000 6,4918 ,000 
It) 2,0093 2.!^i09 4,0000 8,0202 .070 
liJ 2,5882 0.3603 4,0000 6,9564 ,000 
IV ,8832 ’9,3124 1,0000 11,1956 ,028 
20 1,9778 6.^914 , 0000 8,5692 , 000 
2i 4,1318 4,9691 1,0000 10.1009 , 000 
22 ,7570 0,9627 ,0000 1,7197 , 000 
2 4 5,3211 10.4148 1,0000 16.7359 ,000 
25 5,4509 3,1327 3,0000 11.5836 ,000 
26 2,7811 0,6976 4,0000 7,6788 , 000 
2/ 3,5529 2, V323 1,0000 7,4853 .000 
VAKIANCE 1,7276 9,2380 2,5394 11,7764 
193 
UKUUK NUM3E;R 3 
MEMBtH HIP ED Ri,':’ EX RUP -TK PIP I A/PCT 
1 4,3678 l.'ill6 4,0000 9,6995 ,446 
2 1.7181 0,'^230 3,0000 5,2411 ,030 
3 ,6939 0,0194 4,0000 4,7133 ,000 
2,^^724 2,0245 3,0000 . 7,3969 ,050 
t? 5,4509 0.^717 2,0000 8,3226 ,058 
t» 3,6160 1,3947 3,0000 ■ 8,0108 ,000 
7 3,5529 0,3725 4,0000 7,9255 ,180 
a 4,7459 0,3530 4,0000 9,5989 , 000 
y 1,5862 2,i^4l5 3,0000 6,8296 ,165 
11 3,6160 0,1673 3,0000 6,6033 ,079 
13 3,1670 0,1292 1,0000 4,2962 ,022 
1^ 3,9073 0,0000 , 0000 3,9073 ,000 
10 3,5892 1,7335 4,0000 9,3217 , 000 
1/ 5,7422 8.yi49 4,0000 18,65/1 ,000 
la 3,714'! 1,4656 4,0000 9,2000 , 000 
iv 4,4231 2.3576 2,0000 8,7807 ,000 
2a 3,5529 2.y967 4,0000 10,5497 , 000 
21 2,6513 6,0293 , 0000 8.6806 .000 
22 3,1670 4,9354 1,0000 9.1025 ,000 
23 3,5529 1.9999 , 0000 5,4529 ,000 
23. 3,6476 0,5944 1,0000 5,2420 ,000 
VAHlANCE 1,6137 4.7645 2,4284 9,9710 
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UROUP NUMBLR 4 
MEMBLH RLP ED RLP EX RLP TK RLP IA/PCT 
z • 1,S479 5,1341 2,0000 8.9820 ,157 
4 4,1318 1.^436 4,0000 9,6794 ,104 
3,6160 2,>3964 4,0000 10.0124 ,217 
b 6,0690 2,7338 3,0000 11,6488 , 400 
/ 3,7499 1,1^010 1,0000 9.7469 ,000 
b 3,4862 0,1680 3,0000 6,6942 ,122 
y 3,3600 0,4952 4,0000 7,8992 , 000 
,7970 0.6031 , 0000 1,3601 , 000 
11 ,0000 0.0000 , 0000 0,0000 , 000 
VARIANCE 3,0377 2, /387 2,9i?89 13,9940 
UKUUP NUMBER 5 
MEMBER RLP EO RLf" EX RUP -TK RIP lAXPCT 
X 3,4231 1.2852 4,0000 8,7082 ,258 
'd 3,9389 6.^i001 1,0000 11,1390 ,088 
6 ,63^58 0,0345 , 0000 0,6653 , 000 
2,2^23 0,i>524 4,0000 6,8547 ,021 
5 4,8721 2,4216 4,0000 11,2937 ,021 
6 2,9741 0,1228 3,0000 . 6,0968 ,005 
7 4 , (^650 4,V721 1,0000 10,0371 ,072 
tt 3,6791 3,6386 3,0000 10,3177 ,067 
li 2,4583 0,6525 3,0000 6,1108 ,108 
Id 3,1670 1.9765 3,0000 B,1436 ,124 
x^ 5,2580 0.I486 3,0000 8,4066 ,160 
If 2,2023 5,2443 ,0000 7,7466 ,077 
iti ^,1281 3,2303 4,0000 12,6584 , 000 
IV 3,?,-5(n 1.3305 ,0000 4,5606 ,000 
VARIANCE 1,6306 4.1826 2,4/08 9,7373 
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GROUP NUMBtF^ 6 
MEMBER RUP ED RLP EX RIP TK REP lA/PCT 
2,??023 0.5919 ,0000 2,7942 
~ ~ 
, 008 
2,9741 0.4393 3,0000 6,4134 ,123 
4,549;? 0,4091 3,0000 7,9583 ,038 
> 4,6160 0.6458 ,0000 5,2618 , 000 
t 2,3932 0.5170 ,0000 2,9122 , 000 
1 6,1261 4.8454 2,0000 12,9735 ,362 
a 3,9073 0,5684 4,0000 8,4757 ,000 
V 3,0687 3,i3434 2,0000 8,1121 ,169 
ih 3,1355 1.4856 3,0000 7,6211 ,3 00 
li 1,3359 0.1550 , 0000 1,4909 ,000 
Yi. 5,4862 0,6266 , 0000 6,1127 , 0 0 0 
2,5882 2,6671 2,0000 7,2553 , 000 
, 7570 0.5686 2,0000 3.3256 ,000 
VAR IANCE 2,v3556 .2,5885 2,1123 9,6617 
197 
GROUP NUMBtR 
MtMBLR Run no RLR EX RUP TK RIP lA/PCT 
1 ■ 5,2580 2,0344 3,0000 10,2924 ,295 
4,8093 0 , /341 2,0000 /.5131 ,231 
1,0130 11.‘>296 1,0000 13,4426 ,012 
1 1,1392 2.ii609 4,0030 7,4001 , 000 
b 3,5tj29 l.‘t641 3,0000 6,0171 ,096 
6,5143 1.2701 4,0000 11,7841 ,127 
li ,8201 1.9473 2,0000 4,46/4 ,017 
3,42^1 0,V303 4,0000 6.3534 , 104 
?,2023 0.3747 3,0000 5,5770 ,012 
1^ 4,6721 0.3769 3,0000 6,2469 ,035 
i:? 3,5529 1. /764 1,0000 0.3294 ,012 
10 2,6628 1,0400 3,0000 6,7228 ,058 
1/ , 6832 6,^675 3,0000 10,1507 , 000 
VARIANCE 3,2559 8,^040 1,4/35 /,0619 
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URUUP NUMBER 8 
PiEMBLH RUP ED RL-P EX RUP TK RUP IA/PCT 
1 ,6939 7. J140 4,0000 12,0080 ,314 
2,9741 0.1291 3,0000 6,1032 ,093 
1,4620 0,6525 4,0000 6,1145 ,116 
> 4,1318 0.7577 4,0000 3,8896 ,039 
6 4,9288 2,0000 10,3519 ,353 
V ,7570 0,3202 ,0000 1,57/2 ,008 
113 1,1429 2.3043 ,0000 3,9472 ,039 
li 1,5251 0,3616 ,0000 1.8867 ,039 
I'd 2,3952 0,6480 4,0000 7,0433 , 000 
lv5 4,4231 4.3551 1,0000 10.2732 ,000 
VAHlANCB 2,2502 5,/583 2,9845 11,8423 
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GKUUP INiUMFiGR 9 
MtMbLK «up eo EX RLP ‘TK RLP I A/PCT 
A ^t,2301 0,1076 2,0000 6,3378 ,055 
2,2023 1,6790 , 0000 3,8812 ,000 
/ 0,^874 1,0000 5,6175 ,H82 
« 2,9741 0,yi9? 2,0000 . 5,8932 .192 
9 2,4268 2,0429 ,00 00 4,4697 , 000 
Vd 5,0019 5,1686 2,0000 • 12,1705 ,342 
4,2932 1,‘^383 1,0000 7,2315 ,000 
1,1429 0,i055 1,0000 2,2484 ,123 
3,5529 0,2369 1,0000 4,7899 ,205 
l6 2,9389 3,0184 3,0000 9,5572 , 000 
l7 3,3600 4,2561 , 0000 7,6161 , 000 
lb 4,8721 0,2326 ,0000 5,1047 ,000 
19 , 7570 3,2890 ,0000 4,3460 ,000 
27) 3,9389 3.2527 3,0000 10,4916 , 000 
VAKIAMCE 1,6295 2,0845 1,9336 /,7254 
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GROUP NUM8E.K 10 
PiEMBtR F^LP to RL*^ EX 
'd 1,6550 1.V057 
> 3,6160 3.^749 
6 3,5529 ' 0.1098 
1 5,0019 2,6594 
y 4,3563 2.6708 
li 1,0761 14,6497 
VAH|ANUt 1,9985 26.V?57 
RLP TK RUP lA/PCT 
2,0000 5.5606 ,1^1 
4,0000 10,6909 ,443 
4,0000 7,6627 ,019 
3,0000 10,6414 .387 
2,0000 9,02/1 ,000 
1,0000 16,7258 ,000 
1,6106 20,0174 
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GROUP NUMBER 11 
MEMBER RLP ED RUf^ EX RUP TK RLP IA/PCT 
1 • 2,4699 2.^524 3,0000 3,3423 ,215 
6 3,3600 0.9430 4,0000 3,3030 ,120 
4 3.4231 0,2584 2,0000 5,6814 ,455 
1,5251 0,9624 ,0000 2.48/5 .050 
6 5,0019 0.1292 1,0000 • 6.1312 , 00B 
G 3,7774 a.'iiss ,0000 4,1909 , 050 
V 1,3321 1,9704 1,0000 4,3026 .050 
1^ 2,9741 0.2749 4,0000 7.5490 , 054 
li 2,9741 0,‘3036 1,0000 4,2777 . 000 
I'd , 7570 1.3038 ,0000 2,5608 , 000 
14 ,3832 0,5040 ,0000 1,38/1 ,000 
VARIANCE 1,0048 2,^987 2,5948 10,0804 
202 
UKOUK NUMBER 12 
MEMBEH RLP EO RLP EX RIP -TK RLP IA/PCT 
1 3,1670 0,2798 4,0000 7,4469 ,253 
2 3,8090 0.3015 4,0000 8,1105 ,000 
4 1,1429 6,1869 4,0000 11,3293 .027 
1 2,3952 1.8197 4,0000 . 8,2149 ,140 
« 3,9339 0.2260 3,0000 7,1643 ,149 
y ,7570 0,0086 1,0000 - 1.7656 , 000 
li3 4,4662 2.4557 4,0000 10,9413 ,430 
li 3,4120 2.7129 3,0000 9,1249 , 000 
12 3,6513 0,3876 1,0000 5,0389 ,000 
,7570 0.9687 1,0000 2,7257 ,000 
VARIANCE 1,8356 3,9660 2,4236 9,0919 
203 
OKUUH NUMRLR 13 
ntMBLK RUP ED RL^:" EX 
2 4,6791 2,V065 
3,1670 2,i^’179 
4,6791 4,9737 
7 ,a869 0,ii7l4 
ti 3,0056 2,6868 
y , 9499 0.0991 
12 4,2932 0.9365 
lv3 1,0130 0,1206 
l4 4,6791 0.0754 
, 6939 0.1034 
VAHIANOE 2,8162 3,0944 
RLP -TK RUP lA/PCT 
3,0000 10,5856 ,415 
1,0000 6,6849 , 003 
,0000 9,6528 ,054 
• 0000 1,1582 ,041 
1,0000 6,6925 ,366 
1,0000 . 2,0490 .B8/ 
1,0000 6,2297 , 030 
, 0000 1,1337 ,000 
,0000 4,7545 ,000 
,0000 0,7973 ,000 
2,6149 16,6945 
UKUUH INUMtitR lA 
Mt-MBtK RLP EO RUt" EX RIP TK RUP I A/PCT 
1 • ,8231 1,^912 3,0000 ^>,1113 ,4/8 
'd 3,1670 0.2648 3,0000 6,4319 ,000 
6 4,2932 0,1831 1,0000 5,4763 ,000 
A 3,9389 6,3153 1,0000 11,2541 ,383 
5 3,4231 4,4558 1,0000 8,8789 ,043 
6 2,6813 1.3872 3,0000 6,7365 ,000 
7 , 7570 0,3746 4,0000 5J,1316 ,000 
V 2,7B11 3,6973 4,0000 10,6785 ,009 
Vk 2,9741 0,6609 ,0000 3,6350 , 000 
4,0372 3,2718 3,0000 10,3090 ,087 
lA 2,7311 0,4413 2,0000 5,2224 ,000 
3,9073 0.6395 4,0000 8,7468 ,000 
16 2,2969 0,6723 4,0000 /.1692 , 000 
1/ 3,5529 l,<i284 2,0000 7,3813 ,000 
16 1,5251 1.7754 ,0000 3,3005 ,000 
IV 4,4862 ll,''il36 4,0000 19,6997 ,000 
d\o , 7570 5,7902 4,0000 10,5472 ,000 
VAK!ANCE 1,4711 8,4335 2,2500 14,96/0 
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GRUU!^' NUHBtR 15 
MEMBKH RLP EQ RLif EX RLP -JK RUP IA/PCT 
1 1.7181 0,1572 3,0000 4,8752 ,385 
6 2,1077 20.7616 , 0000 22,8693 ,000 
7 2,4620 0,8847 3,0000 6,3468 ,077 
y 2,0409 4.0941 3,0000 9,1350 ,231 
li) 5,4825 1,3626 3,0000 9,8450 , 000 
li 1,3359 0,1012 , 0000 - 1,4370 ,000 
I'd 2,2969 1.8077 4,0000 8,1046 ,000 
3,1670 2,7191 ,0000 5,8862 ,000 
i5 2,7811 0,0716 1,0000 4,652/ ,019 
l6 2,7811 0.7105 2,0000 5,4916 ,000 
1/ , 7570 0,1^575 1,0000 '^.3145 ,019 
2^ 2,3952 0,1680 ,0000 2,5632 ,269 
21 3.7811 0,0888 2,0000 6,4700 ,000 
22 4,7422 1,0667 3,0000 9,6089 ,000 
2s3 , 8832 0,7361 , 0000 1,6192 ,000 
VAKI AiMCE 1,8001 25.fe^l81 2,0975 26,0523 
?06 
URUUP NUMBER 16 
MEMBLR RLP ED RLf EX RUP TK RLP lA/PCT 
1 • 5.1596 0,5299 4,0000 9,6895 ,630 
2,586^ 4,4511 ,0000 7,0393 ,043 
4 ,7570 0,3272 , 0000 1,0842 , 000 
6 5,8721 10,6982 2,0000 18,5703 ,022 
17 4,0019 0,i551 2,0000 6,1570 , 000 
b 4,7459 2,5004 2,0000 9.2463 ,043 
y 4,42.n 6.V513 , 0000 11,3744 ,087 
li 3,5608 0.5377 ,0000 4,1684 ,174 
14 4,2932 6,3630 2,0000 12,6562 , 000 
2,2691 1,2143 ,0000 3,4834 , 000 
16 3,8721 2.9181 ,0000 6,7901 , 000 
VARI A'MBE 2,4662 12,1^754 2,6264 22.5429 
ZQT 
UROUH NUM8LR 17 
RUP ED EX RIP TK RLP IA/PCT 
1 3,3630 0,sgi<t 3,0000 6,9414 ,065 
?,6513 0,^541 2,0000 4,9054 .007 
6 ,1318 0,i^l53 3,0000 7,3471 ,000 
3,7459 4.i^338 ,0000 7,8297 ,072 
1,3989 0,/189 , 0000 2,1178 ,033 
i 4,4862 2.»'127 4,0000 11,3288 ,033 
1 ^,3211 3.2593 , 0000 8,8808 .144 
b 2,4583 0,2489 4,0000 7,0072 ,314 
y 3,1670 B.0014 4,0000 7,4684 ,268 
3,9073 0.^713 3,0000 7,1786 ,065 
VARIANCE ■ 1,3196 2,7749 2,6/58 2,1620 
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ifHUUP NUMBtR 18 
memblk f^UP EQ rlh ex RUP TK RIP I A/PCT 
1 5,0019 3,»!1522 4,0000 12,0542 ,167 
2 1,5919 0.1^754 3,0000 4,6673 , 000 
5 3,5529 2,2546 2,0000 7,80/5 ,296 
5,1318 3.1^335 3,0000 11,2153 ,216 
s 2,5832 0,1421 4,0000 6,7303 - ,062 
. 6 3,3600 l.k^3l5 4,0000 8,3915 ,191 
7 1,0167 1. /655 1,0000 3,7822 ,068 
VARIANCE 2,1461 1,6450 2,0578 8.5099 
RLPEDI 3,k3217RLPEXT 2, ,1614RLPTKT 2,0435RLPT 7,2266 
APPENDIX B 
FIELD VISIT LOGS 
I. HESITATION CITY 
II. DOGMAVILLE 
Ill. SMOOTHPOL 
IV. LATEBURG 
V. BATTLE ROYAL 
VI. PLEASANT CITY 
VII. PRINCETOWN 
VIII . MEDIOCREPORT 
IX. CONFUSION CENTER 
X. INDIFFERENCE 
XI . OLDTON 
XII . SCENIC CITY 
XIII . ROCK HARBOR 
XIV. ADAMS 
XV. REGIONAL 
XVI . WEDGEWOOD 
XVII . LATEBLOOMINGTON 
XVIII . SURREPTICIOUS CITY 
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Field Visit Logs 
The following short case studies of the nineteen 
AMPBs visited in the research are included for two purposes. 
First, these logs will record the'meetings and identify • 
certain intervening variables for possible future research 
uses. Such items as leadership style, size of the area, 
group climate, and the financial responsibility will be 
described. Second, these logs will facilitate an under¬ 
standing of the reasons why one of three leadership styles 
was chosen to characterize a particular board. The terms 
democratic, autocratic, and laissez-faire have been chosen 
because they have been used frequently in the literature 
of group dynamics and organizations. However, those same 
three words could be substituted with participative, 
non-participative, or abdicative. Other terms such as 
these are found frequently in the literature also. 
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I. 
t 
HESITATION CITY 
April 19, 1973 
This AMPB has been included in the category of the 
laissez-faire style of leadership. Although being a 
fully constituted group early in the time frame, Hesitation 
City's board met for the first time in the middle of April. 
The chairman and the secretariat were not able to maintain 
control of the meeting. Only three of the original members 
of the group attended, and they were supplemented by four 
substitute members. Clearly the meeting was being run on 
a crisis basis as a plan was actually being pulled together 
by other sources and rushed toward a deadline. This group 
had never had any manpower programs in its area. Most of 
its recommendations were coming from a person whose agency 
was taking an entrepreneurial interest in running the entire 
AMPB program. 
The area is suburban-rural and the people unsophisticated. 
The grant for this area amounted to something less than 
$400,000. 
I 
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II . 
DOGMAVILLE 
April 12, 1973 
This group has been listed with the autocratic 
leadership style category. It is one of the largest groups 
with almost twenty members in it at the time of the meeting. 
Throughout the whole meeting, one person, the mayor's 
assistant, spoke 82% of the time. Almost all of the 
remainder of the interaction consisted of brief sub- 
committee reports at the request of this leader. The 
chairman of the meeting said virtually nothing, appeared 
to know virtually nothing, and had virtually no control. 
She was a token appointment by the mayor who maintained 
his control of the board through his assistant. A very 
urban community, the Dogmaville AMPB was considering the 
disposition of a rather large amount of money, and there 
was some discontent felt at the meeting from the rest of 
the members. This is clearly a case where another variable 
had overwhelming impact on the independent variable. 
Enough to, at least for the short run, completely camouflage 
the effect of the defined independent variable in the 
study. 
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III. 
SMQOTHPOL 
March 3, 1973 
Smoothpol, a large cosmopolitan community, whose 
board was spending in excess of one million dollars, 
makes a classic leadership study in itself. The chairman 
designated by this large multi-city unit was right out of 
The Last Hurrah. 
To the uninitiated member, this chairman was quiet, 
attentive, and friendly. However, there was another side 
just barely beneath the surface. Just before the meeting, 
the researcher was present at a smaller subgroup meeting 
consisting of the chairman (assistant to the city manager), 
the secretariat representative, the Department of Labor 
representative, and two local cronies. At that time the 
meeting which was to follow was planned in great detail. 
It was determined who would be allowed to speak and what 
they were to say. The chairman was to offer a short 
friendly monologue about a trip to Washington in which he 
would allay some well-founded fears about the inter¬ 
city program cancellations. While the programs were 
indeed to be cancelled, the chairman directly misrepresented 
the plans on the basis of his stated fear that if members 
knew what was really going to happen, the meeting would be 
one continuous hassle of wailing and gnashing of teeth. 
214 
There was some slight disagreement with the tactics by 
some of the people present, but this advice was brushed 
aside. It was then determined that only late in the meeting 
would the chairman apprise his membership with the rather 
large amount of money that had been announced the previous 
day. It was his hope that they would all be happy and 
not make waves. 
The meeting went off exactly as planned without a 
hitch, and it all seemed very spontaneous. The interaction 
did not seem stifled, and it frankly seemed the most 
enlightened group attended. 
F 
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IV. 
LATEBURG 
April 18, 1973 
This committee was a picture of democracy in action. 
The leadership style was difficult to place but eventually 
was called democratic style. The decisions were made 
without the express consent of the board. However, they 
had met on several occasions and discussed their oolicies 
t 
and had made relevant decisions. However, the board was 
unable to write a plan. In fact, the plan eventually was 
written for them by the secretariat representative and 
committee secretariat on the eve of the deadline without 
the actual consent' of the' full committee. It was only 
about a week later that the board actually met and discussed 
the contents of the already submitted plan. During the 
meeting full disclosure of the entire plan was made piece 
by piece and discussed openly, and the members agreed that 
it fulfilled their expectations. In fact, they went from 
there to discuss their plans for the future. This is a 
small town in a rural setting. They were not dealing with 
a large amount of money. However, they did have some 
well established programs, and the people on the board 
were quite sophisticated with respect to manpower. The 
meeting was very friendly, though lengthy, and at times 
dominated by one stuffed shirt. After the meeting 
everybody went out for a beer at the tavern owned by 
one of the members of the board. 
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V. 
« 
BATTLE ROYAL 
March 7, 1973 
Battle Royal is one of the largest towns in 
Massachusetts. It has over 60,000 citizens and is still 
run by a board of three town councilmen who depend very 
highly on a czar-like secretary, who is essentially paid 
to run the town. Through a very clever coup d'etat 
an agency director in the area was able to get himself 
named as chairman of this AMPB. This was some time before 
the three councillors or anyone else ever knew that this 
AMPB would be granted approximately $1,000,000 worth of 
funding. This leader has been described as an autocrat, 
though fairly quiet in his style. He allowed everyone 
to speak and then explained how the group would function 
(This was the first meeting that this researcher had 
attended.). It was a pleasant meeting until the very end 
when the czar of Battle Royal was allowed to drone on 
describing the town's tax structure. This was done for 
straight-forward political purposes, and, as explained 
to the researcher after the meeting, was a ploy to gain 
\ 
the confidence and support of the councilmen. As time and 
events passed, this board chairman shortly lost his control 
over this AMPB. 
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VI . 
PLEASANT CITY 
April 25, 1973 
Pleasant City is a medium-sized community vnth a 
fairly active manpower board and a fairly active democratic 
leader and chairman. While being an agency representative, 
this chairman was very sensitive to the needs of the 
clients and very helpful (though clearly more knowledgeable 
than) to the secretariat representative to this board. 
As this was a large, but remote and rural community, 
the board was talking about a modestly large grant. The 
members who attended the meeting were for the most part 
.fairly alert and in some cases professional. The meeting 
did not last for a particularly long time, but the active 
participation was fairly broad; and it was a good working 
meeting during which much progress for the board was made. 
t 
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VII. 
t 
PRINCETOWN 
April 2, 1973 
This community is named after its AMPB chairman, an 
enl ightened,parti ci pati ve leader who elicited much respect 
from his committee and in return seemed to have a great 
deal of respect for them. This was an unusual meeting. 
Although pretty much democratically run, it was dominated 
by about four people who gave reports. As a board, this 
group was very much on top of its business and was in the 
process of evaluating manpower programs. It had asked the 
directors of four different local agencies to attend and 
essentially defend their agencies. Even in view of this 
format, many of the members seemed comfortable asking 
questions and making comments during the meeting. 
Princetown has a very effective board. 
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COMPETITION CITY 
March 28, 1973 
Competition City is the seat'of a rather large AMPB, 
which consists of two large communities. By the rules of 
CAMPS, the mayor of the largest community in the district 
automatically becomes the designated chairman of the board. 
The mayor chose for political purposes to hold the meeting 
in the other city. He also chose not to cooperate with 
this researcher. The meeting was held in a large community 
room in the local library. The rather large group of 
members sat as spectators while the mayor of Competition 
City and his assistants ran the meeting from the podium 
explaining the policies and the programs. 
Data from this group is not included as it was 
not made available; however, if it were, it would be 
.categorized absolutely in the autocratic group. 
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VIII. 
MEDIOCREPORT 
March 12, 1973 
A rather large area AMPB, Mediocreport, as a district, 
includes quite a number of towns, and as such has a fairly 
complex job. However, the chairman of the group, a 
political appointee who is an assistant to the Mediocreport 
mayor, did not seem to have a good grip on the leadership 
question or the manpower question. The group spent a lot 
of time without making any progress. Some inter-town 
competition played a part at the meeting, and there seemed 
to be some confusion in setting priorities between training 
for such things as chefs and fishcutters. For the length 
of the meeting there seemed to be a high percentage of 
people speaking in the two-minute segments. The general 
feeling at the meeting seemed to be that it did not make 
a whole lot of difference because the current administration 
was phasing manpower programs out. This attitude was not 
allayed by the chairman, and it seemed that potential for 
useful planning at that board was very slim. 
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IX. 
CONFUSION CENTER 
March 30, 1973 
This board was a classic in abdicative leadership and 
provided■some interesting insights into local political 
and civic leadership. The mayor of this very urban community 
with a large grant had retained the chairmanship position 
for himself. However, he was only a part-time mayor 
supplementing a city manager government. His office, an 
austere room with a large conference table in the middle 
of it abutting his desk, was the site of the meeting. 
When everyone was gathered in the office, having been led 
in by his secretary, he walked in and picked up his 
telephone and made a long distance telephone call. While 
everyone sat and looked at each other, he talked to someone 
in Washington about something else. Finally and desperately, 
someone just started the meeting without him seeming to 
notice. During the meeting where a lot of people talked 
about a lot of unrelated items, the mayor was constantly 
getting up and leaving, coming back ten minutes later, and 
trying momentarily to jump into the conversation. There 
was much confusion and absolutely nothing accomplished. 
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X. 
INDIFFERENCE 
April 12, 1973 
This is a conglomerate AMPB in a semi-remote area that 
is growing and represents a rather large bedroom community 
near Boston. The chairman, himself, is a client and does 
not seem to have a good understanding of the manpower 
situation or CAMPS. He is definitely not a strong leader 
and, in fact, at one of the two meetings attended hardly 
spoke at all. The meeting was run by three members of the 
secretariat staff and one of the three members of the board 
that showed up. The entire manpower plan was being written 
by the members of the secretariat staff and little, if 
anything, was being contributed by any of the members, least 
of all the chairman. Part of the problem with this group 
was that they had never had any manpower programs in the 
area, and none of them seemed to understand what they were 
all about. The attitude about the secretariat staff was 
that there was not really much that could be done about 
this group. And if they did not pick up the ball, no one 
else would. 
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XI . 
‘OLDTON 
; 
March 12, 1973 
A wealthy suburban community, Oldton's AMPB was meeting 
for its first time when the researcher visited it. The 
leader is a personnel manager of the town who came from 
private industry originally. He seemed to have some 
experience running groups and did it quite well though 
democratically. Most of the people there including the 
staff member from the secretariat were in a learning 
configuration, and the meeting seemed to be quite fruitful 
in that regard. This group eventually was very well- 
funded as it seemed to have a fairly high rate of unemploy¬ 
ment compared with the rest. For a group that had never 
met together before, the members seemed quite at ease 
with each other and able to relate to the problem and quite 
willing to ask questions and communicate with each other. 
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XII. 
SCENIC CITY 
March 16,1973 
This group is an interesting group. Its chairman, a 
local agency director, arrived quite late. He then 
discussed manpower planning and policies in general for 
some length but did not really lead the group. The leading 
was, for the most part, taken care of by a very able 
secretariat staff member who served that particular area. 
The chairman is presently campaigning to be the next mayor 
of the town, a rather unlikely political bet. The group 
seemed to run fairly well on its own, discussing cogent 
questions related to unemployment trends in the area. It 
was a unique group in that matter, as most unled groups 
seem to stray from the important topics and not get anything 
done. This group got quite a bit accomplished in terms 
of laying the groundwork for possible programs. At one 
point they even discussed the possibility of making a major 
thrust into manpower during fiscal year 75 planning. That 
was to perhaps include the take-over of the Division of 
Employment Security in their part of the region. 
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XIII. 
ROCK HARBOR 
March 29, 1973 
A historic tourist trap, the AMPB in this group was 
run pretty democratically. Unfortunately, there seemed 
to be a communications barrier. The first meeting attended 
was scheduled on the same day as the town meeting and two 
people showed up for the meeting, the chairman and the 
secretary. The second meeting there were twelve people 
at one time or another with some coming late and leaving 
early. Rock Harbor's group was pretty much new to manpower 
planning. The chairman of the board of selectmen, which 
run the town, abdicated and appointed a local agency 
director as chairman of the AMPB. However, they seemed to 
spend a fair amount of their time arguing over some fairly 
irrelevant matters and a little bit of time getting at the 
nuts and bolts of setting up a manpower plan that would be 
meaningful in Rock Harbor. 
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XIV. 
ADAMS 
April 6, 1973 
This AMPB was experiencing laissez-faire leadership. 
There was one large point in the meeting where all direction 
was lost. At the meeting there were about fifteen people 
sitting in a small room around a table and all the 
circumstances seemed ripe for a breakdown in constructive 
progress. In fact, there was a lot of haggling, and it 
appeared that nothing much was being accomplished. 
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XV. 
REGIONAL 
. March 29, 1973 
The members of this group came from many miles around, 
and as this was a large regional board for the meeting 
which was held in the library of a rather large technical 
vocational community college, the members sat around little 
reading tables facing each other. It was a relatively 
large meeting with about twenty members in attendance, 
and the time was spent, in parts, with some reports by 
agency directors concerning their programs. The rest of 
the time was spent in sort of aimless discussions. This 
is another laissez-faire case that was in part run by the 
secretariat staff member and part by the chairman. However, 
neither one of them seemed to have a fix on what they 
were doing or the direction they were going. 
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XVI . 
WEDGEWOOD 
March 14, 1973 
This meeting was held in a room that was right out of 
the eighteenth century. Its Wedgewood decor had just been 
done over. And you could just feel the spirits of the old 
colonists hovering around us. There were huge chairs 
fashioned into a large crescent-shaped pattern where the 
town councillors sat during their council meetings, each 
one with a microphone connected and focusing on the 
speaker's chair in an elevated position center stage. 
That was where the chairman stood. A lamb in wolf's 
clothing, he appeared to be an autocrat in firm control, 
but as the meeting went on, two other leaders emerged from 
within the membership to the extent that he was never 
really able to regain his control; and, in fact, it appeared 
that he did not even try. Essentially this meeting was 
run on a laissez-faire basis, and there was good reason to 
wonder if anything had actually been accomplished during 
the meeting. 
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XVII. 
LATEBLOOMINGTON 
March 14, 1973 
This is a town where a very active mayor assumed the 
role of chairman of the group. However, the group was only 
constituted very late in the game, and the meeting attended 
for this research was the first meeting that they had. 
Vihile the mayor was a relative neophyte, he was very able. 
Unfortunately, he arrived late in the proceedings of the 
meeting which had been started at the call of the secretariat 
staff member, who is also a newcomer to manpower, and 
required the assistance of a neighboring secretariat staff 
member who was very cautious about running her meeting. 
Thus, the scene included about ten members who were unsure 
as to their own roles, a visiting expert, a resident 
beginner, and a late-coming mayor who will probably 
accomplish a great deal in the future and be effective. 
However, for the purposes of this meeting it was run on a 
laissez-faire basis and accomplished little. 
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XVIII . 
» 
SURREPTITIOUS CITY 
This is another case of very autocratic leadership. 
The chairman is the assistant to the mayor and also the 
city strong man, as the mayor is only a part-time figurehead 
type position in this community. In fact, it seemed at 
times that the mayor was the assistant to his assistant. 
For example, on the occasion of calling his chairman, 
several times the mayor himself would answer the assistant's 
telephone and take messages for him. Meetings were called 
and then cancelled without notice on several occasions, 
and it was clear that whatever plan was written would be 
written in the mayor's office and not on the AMPB designated 
pattern. When a successful meeting was finally called, 
it was held in the selectmen's hearing room. The chairman, 
himself, did not choose to attend the meeting, rather one 
of his henchmen ran the meeting while he, the chairman, 
sat in his office visiting with callers. The members of the 
AMPB dutifully sat and discussed manpower problems and the 
building of a new city hall. After about an hour the 
meeting was terminated with nothing of any import having 
transpired. 
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